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Foreword
This management plan follows on from the previous 10 year Borough Gardens
Management Plan that was developed as part of the Heritage Lottery Funded
improvements to the gardens in 2007.The plan was then held over for a further 2 years
due to Local Government Re-organisation within Dorset and the potential for effects on
services that, until recently, has not been clear.
The former plan was heavily focussed on the needs and outcomes from the HLF award
and in the main it sought to safeguard the infrastructure of the gardens and their future,
(plus securing the grant monies) by being prescriptive and detailed about many issues
that are now out of date such as the structure of the Council and responsibilities within
that, political arrangements at a local level and future projections over the life of the
plan.
This plan is significantly different form the old plan in that its action plan and general
ethos is designed around the Green Flag Award criteria which are viewed to be a very
good guide to effective management and maintenance of Open Spaces, Parks and
Gardens.
For the purposes of Green flag judging, to keep judging documents as light as possible
all appendices referred to in the main text will be supplied separately at the time of
judging in an evidence folder of supporting information which will be available on the day
of judging or in advance, at the judge’s preference. This will include appendices to this
original document plus other relevant information such as up to date site inspection
forms, staff training examples, 2020 events programme etc.
The political map in Dorset changed in 2019 with a move to a single tier authority
“Dorset Council”, with the Town Council on the next tier. As part of this process some
services previously delivered by the West Dorset District Council (which ceased to exist
31/3/19) potentially could have been taken over by Dorchester Town Council. At the
time of writing no services have been transferred (the full potential extent of this is still
unclear) therefore internal structures, services provided and cost centres remain the
same at the Town Council.
The “on the ground delivery” within the gardens remains in steady state with a business
as usual approach revolving around and steered by this new plan and this will continue
into the future.
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Introduction
The main objective of this plan is to set out a clear vision for the long term horticultural
and recreational role of the Dorchester Borough Gardens. The plan explains the context
to the overall management and maintenance strategy for the Borough Gardens together
with the aims and objectives for their future.
The plan is a working manual for use by Dorchester Town Council and its staff and is a
guide to contractors (where applicable) to ensure understanding so that all management
activities share the same objectives and subsequent outcomes.
The Borough Gardens provide a rich horticultural heritage. Research has identified the
historical significance of the Gardens as an example of a late 19th Century municipal
landscape, designed by William Goldring, and an important public open space in the
context of the Dorchester’s development. It is the historical and aesthetic experience of
the gardens that distinguish them from other types of green space in the town.
The strategic importance of the Borough Gardens in enhancing the quality of life,
serving recreational needs and improving Dorchester’s urban environment has been
recognised in this plan and is fully supported by it. By implementing the plan, the council
aim to further raise the level of horticultural excellence in the management of the
Gardens, such that the visitor experience is enhanced and the heritage and ecological
value of the garden are both safeguarded and increased in a sustainable manner.
Vision for the Borough Gardens in Dorchester
A key aspect of this plan is to have a clear vision for the Gardens and how they will be
used and implemented directly through staff with the necessary skills working in coordination with one another. Our vision is:
The effective management and conservation of the Borough Gardens to provide
an attractive and enjoyable area of open greenspace and historic features of
interest, that contribute to the recreational, leisure, educational and cultural needs
of Dorchester’s community and visitors.
In the 10 years of this plan everyone in Dorchester will have access to:
•
A high-quality traditional garden staffed by gardeners and park keepers in
daylight hours, with features such as mature trees, structures, ornamental planting,
seating, toilets and a kiosk.
•
Open, welcoming and well managed grass areas, with formal beds and borders
and some protected wildlife habitats, which promote sustainability and support
biodiversity.
•
Well-kept and well-maintained, imaginative play, sport (tennis) and community
facilities.
•

Well organised events throughout the year.
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1 Background
1.1 Target Readership
This document is primarily intended to inform the public and to assist members of the
Town Council in their consideration of the various issues affecting the management and
maintenance of the Gardens. It will be used by all staff and contractors involved in the
garden’s maintenance and future development.
The plan is also intended to be used for the purposes of ongoing Green flag applications
and judging and will be available to anyone who wishes to read it via the Town Council’s
website.

1.2 Persons responsible for Management Planning
The Outdoor Services Manager (OSM) is responsible for ensuring that the requirements
of this plan are reviewed and updated annually. The Head Gardener (HG) is responsible
for ensuring that onsite work is carried out in a structured and timely fashion and that it
is of high quality.

1.3 Monitoring and Review
The plan aims to establish a consistent strategy for managing and maintaining the
gardens and the associated buildings over a period of 10 years (2020-2030).
The Plan will be reviewed annually. Any necessary changes will be made to it then and
arrangements put in place for their implementation including, if necessary, changes to
the physical and financial resources allocated to the maintenance of the Gardens.
Each aspect of the plan shall be reviewed and updated in accordance with the following
table:

Item

Frequency

Responsibility

Management Plan (Whole
Document)

Annually

Outdoor Services
Manager

Management and delivery Strategies

Annually

OSM

Biodiversity Policy

As and when required

OSM

Waste Management Policy

As and when required

OSM

Events Programme

Annually

Deputy Town Clerk

Maintenance Programme

Annually

OSM and Head Gardener
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2 The Existing Site
2.1 Introduction to the site
Dorchester Town Council owns the freehold of the Borough Gardens and the adjacent
Bowling Alley and West Walks. They also own two tennis courts, located to the east of
West Walks, these are at the time of writing subject to a planning application for change
of use to affordable housing to rent for local people, this being a priority for the Town
Council for delivery within Dorchester.
Both the Gardens and the Walks are listed as Grade II, in the English Heritage Register
of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest in England, and both are designated
as a Conservation Area. Two of the structures in the Gardens are listed as Grade II.
They are the Bandstand (1898) and park benches, and the Clock Tower (1905). The
Gardens are extremely important to the people of Dorchester in terms of providing urban
open space for relaxation, contemplation, play, exercise and for social functions.

2.2 Location & History
Dorchester Borough Gardens are situated approximately 250m south of West Gate at
the western end of High West Street see Fig 1 overleaf. The 4-hectare site is
approximately rectangular-shaped on plan, and is bounded to the north by Albert Road,
to the west by Cornwall Road, and to the east by the early l8th Century West Walks. To
the south the site is bounded by a footpath, which links Bowling Alley Walk to the east
with Cornwall Road to the west.
The Borough Gardens were originally designed by William Goldring (plantsman,
designer, editor of ‘The Garden’, President of the Kew Guild), and were opened on 30
July 1896. The original design, heavily influenced by the ‘Picturesque’ style and to a
lesser extent by the ‘Gardenesque’ style, had no formal sports provision. It provided for
fairly sparse planting amongst lawns and a curvilinear footpath network in the style of a
‘Jardin Anglais’. Goldring’s design was further enhanced during the early years of the
Garden’s existence by the addition of the Gregory Memorial Fountain (1898), the
Bandstand (1898), the Tirah Obelisk (1899) and the Clock Tower (1905)
Borough Gardens circa 1900.
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The formal sports areas comprising tennis courts and a bowling green (closed for some
years before conversion to two new tennis courts in 2018), and the children’s play area
were added during the inter-war period, these were less sympathetic to the original
design and significantly changed the character of the Gardens.
During the Second World War the most significant change within the Gardens was the
construction of an Air Raid Precautions water tank at the northern end which was then
modified for use as a children’s paddling pool (removed as part of the 2007 HLF
project). The most detrimental change, however, was the removal of the majority of the
perimeter railings for munitions purposes. (Replaced as part of the 2007 HLF Project)
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Fig 1 Borough Gardens Location Plan
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2.3 Heritage lottery Fund Restoration Project 2005-7
Among of the principal drivers for the HLF restoration scheme were the unsympathetic
modifications which were made to the Gardens between the wars, which made
significant and undesirable changes to the original design concept. This was the case
for example, with the northern pair of tennis courts, (located south of the Bandstand in
the area which is now the picnic bowl lawn) these were subsequently removed as they
did not allow optimum use of the Gardens for formal events and also restricted the
amount of available space for informal recreation.
The original layout of serpentine paths, contoured terraced lawns and structures were
still in existence or discernible, however, some sections were in a poor condition. Many
historical views were lost or deteriorated due to ill -considered planting or new structures
and all remaining required conservation. Shrubberies, planting displays, understorey
and groundcover plantings were mostly in poor condition, over-mature or lost. Much of
the original planting framework remained but a lot of it needed judicious management,
and some of the mature trees in particular needed removing due to decay.
The Gardens had also suffered from vandalism. The fountain for example, had been
targeted by vandals after the gardens were officially closed at the end of the day. The
structure also suffered from the fact that it had been erected on unstable ground, which
meant that it had slipped to one side.
Borough Gardens House was in a poor state of repair due in part to instability but also
due to the lack of care by the last tenant of the flat on the first floor.
The gardens had also suffered from a historic lack of investment. Whilst this had been
addressed in the years running up to the bid, it had left a backlog of work which it was
not possible to undertake in the foreseeable future, even given the then recently
increased resources.
The council was committed to maintaining all the facilities in Borough Gardens to a high
standard and understood its obligation to protect both the capital investment made in the
gardens and their heritage value but the overall capital cost of complete renewal was
beyond the council’s reach.

2.3.1 The restoration project outcomes
The project provided for a widely-based restoration of the gardens. In brief it:
•

Furthered the original intent of creating pleasure gardens for the health and
recreation of the inhabitants, and promoted the vitality of the Gardens and their
future as a public open space;

•

Revitalised the planting and returned it to a state closer to the original design
concept and achieved a balance between historical restoration, enhancing
ecological diversity and furthering people’s use and enjoyment of the Gardens;

•

Repaired and restored Borough Gardens House to provide community facilities
on the ground floor and a residential flat on the first floor;
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•

Provided new toilets and a refreshment kiosk on the site of the previous paddling
pool;

•

Completely redesigned and revitalised the children’s play area to provide a
stimulating range of play activities sensitively designed within the context of the
Gardens taking advantage of the varying levels on the site;

•

Removed the northern pair of tennis courts and returned the area to lawn; this
improved the setting of the bandstand and the clock tower and enhanced the
suitability of the gardens for a wide range of entertainment and community
events;

•

Repaired and restored the fountain;

•

Reinstated the boundary railings;

•

Improved the surfacing of the paths within the Gardens and removed some of the
more inappropriate surface treatments used in various areas in the past;

•

Improved and standardised the park furniture.

Although the design, construction and planting in the Gardens relates to a specific date,
the original project brief allowed for further garden features to be integrated in future
years with the aim of trying to preserve the gardens’ heritage value but also to try to
keep them relevant to modern day users with a wider range of needs which was a very
challenging aspiration. It was therefore not considered appropriate to carry out a
complete restoration of the Gardens back to their exact original form of 1896.
Today, the Borough Gardens retain their late 19th Century layout and features, together
with its design framework and some of its structural planting.

2.3.2 Post Lottery Additions
Ongoing effort is put into trying to keep the gardens relevant to as wide a cross section
of the community as possible this saw the delivery of exercise equipment in the gardens
in 2010 and installation of an outdoor table tennis table in 2013.

2.3.3 Tennis Courts
In 2018 the southern area formerly a bowling green was converted to all weather tennis
courts. The Bowling Green had finally fallen into disuse in the mid 2010’s as a result of
the construction of a purpose-built bowls centre with outdoor green and indoor rinks
elsewhere in Dorchester. The new facility meant players went there rather than using
the gardens green (the associated club moved too) and use ceased. The former bowling
green was put to use as a putting green with little success so the decision to convert to
tennis was made. This was particularly timely as it allowed for the freeing off of the two
older red shale courts adjacent to the gardens site for development as affordable flats
for Dorchester workers.
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2.4 The significance of the Gardens and Adjacent walks
Since 2001 the Gardens have been listed as Grade II in the English Heritage Register of
Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest in England and are also designated as a
Conservation Area. The full listing description is reproduced in Appendix B
The eastern boundary of the Gardens abuts the 18th Century West Walks, a Scheduled
Ancient Monument, and is also included in the English Heritage Register of Parks and
Gardens of Special Historic Interest in England as Grade II. The site is typical of the
surrounding area in that it contains notable Roman remains including a Roman wall. The
full listing description is reproduced at Appendix C.
Additionally, the clock tower and the bandstand are Grade II listed buildings. The full
listing description is reproduced at Appendix D.
The Gardens are deemed to be of great significance to the people of Dorchester in
terms of providing valuable greenspace within the town for quiet relaxation and by virtue
of the numerous social functions during the summer months. They are located very
close to the western edge of the Town Centre, immediately outside the old Roman town
boundary and are therefore easily accessible to the population of the town and its
numerous visitors.
Dorchester is comparatively well provided with open space in, or close to, the town
centre much of this is connected by the Town Walks which were laid out along the lines
of the roman town walls, they are closed to traffic providing easy access. The Gardens
represent a pleasant oasis, well used for a wide range of activities at all times of the day
and in all seasons. The site acts as an important walkway for many people travelling to
and from the town centre.
In recent years the Gardens have been used increasingly for a wide range of public
entertainment, usually, but not exclusively of a musical or festival type character. The
Council encourages the use of the Gardens by local charity and community
organisations for raising funds or awareness, and it also organises its own programme
of events. The Gardens are also used as the major venue for free arts events during the
year.

2.5 Ownership
Dorchester Town Council owns the freehold of the Borough Gardens and the adjacent
Bowling Alley and West Walks.
Note: - The purchase deeds dated 24 June 1895, which deal with purchase of the land forming
the now Borough Gardens state that, ‘’the Corporation shall maintain and use the site as a
public walk or pleasure ground’’.
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2.6 Policies and Strategic Context – Former West Dorset District
Local Plan
The Gardens are situated within a Conservation area and West Walks, a Scheduled
Ancient Monument, runs inside the western boundary. Under the West Dorset District
Local Plan the Gardens are protected by policies governing Landscape, Conservation &
Design and Recreation. The Local Plan was adopted in July 2006, and provided the land
use policy framework that will guide development in the area until 2016. Due to the reorganisation of local government the plan was not renewed as a new Dorset area plan
will be produced by the new Dorset Council. It is not anticipated that the garden’s
designations will change significantly.
Under the Plan the following policies apply to any development affecting the Borough
Gardens and/or the Town Walks and their immediate surroundings:
Policy SA6 Landscape of Local Importance
Policy SA16 Historic Parks and Gardens of International and National Importance
Policy SA7 Green Corridors
Policy SA19 Alterations, Extensions and changes of Use of Listed Buildings
Policy SA20 Settings of Listed Buildings
Policy SA21 Protection of Character or Appearance of Conservation Areas
Policy SA22 Demolition within a Conservation Area
Policy SA23 Sites of National Archaeological Significance
Policy C7b Retention of Open Space and Recreational Facilities
Policy C3 Local Centres

2.7 Byelaws
The Borough Gardens and Town Walks are subject to the following byelaws made by
the Dorchester Town Council under Section 164 of the Public Health Act 1875, and
Sections 12 and 15 of the Open Spaces Act 1906:
Byelaws – Pleasure Grounds, Public Walks and Open Spaces, 18 May 1992. The
Council adopts a fairly relaxed attitude to their enforcement, usually only acting when a
breach of the byelaws is perceived as presenting a threat to the safety of users of the
Gardens or their fabric.
Byelaws – Consumption of Intoxicating Liquor in Designated Places, 16 July 2001. .
These byelaws are reproduced in full at Appendices E and F.
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3 A Welcoming Place
The Gardens have a very strong design and character which make them a very
attractive and enjoyable place to visit. By maintaining high standards of both
management and maintenance this will continue to be the case.

3.1 The Welcome
Due to its traditional design and planting much of the Gardens is now not visible from
the adjacent roads due to significant tree and shrub growth. Whilst this growth does offer
screening from traffic and to some extent noise when physically in the gardens it does
also prevent casual viewing of the gardens from outside. Similarly, traditional gated
entrances lead through shrubbed areas giving a closed and less attractive feel when
viewed from outside.
The Council wishes to encourage more visitors to the gardens by improving “the
Welcome” for those not familiar with them and to this end the following actions were put
in place.

3.1.1 Boundaries
• Creation of “glimpses” in the existing perimeter shrubbery to provide tantalising
views of key features such as the Bandstand, Play area, Kiosk, Memorial and
annual beds. These will maintain the screening effect for users within the park
but allow for people outside to view in.
• Reduction of overhanging Holly (Illex aquifolium) and Laurel (Prunus
laurocerasus) in both width and height to reduce overshadowing of the adjacent
footway and make the boundary less visually imposing.
• Cleaning and maintenance of perimeter railings will take place at regular
intervals. The original paint quality specification of the railings was high and as at
2019 the paint is still corrosion free but some growth of algae makes them
appear discoloured. Cleaning will take place 2020
• Banners are allowed for Town Council events held in the gardens but otherwise,
banners and fly posters are removed immediately to maintain a neat
appearance.

3.1.2 Gateways and Access
•

Having railings on all 4 sides, access to the gardens is gained via 7 formal
gateways. These all have functioning gates and are locked each evening at park
closing time. In four instances the gates are simple single leaf openings
constructed from similar material to the railings. The remaining three are vehicular
double leaf access gates, two of which are decorative carrying the Town Council
crest and supported on formal Portland stone pillars. The final gate is adjacent to
Borough Gardens house and provides both vehicular access to the Councils on
site nursery and pedestrian access to the gardens. In 2018 a new pedestrian
access was created on the other side of the house to allow continued access in
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•

•

•

•

the south west corner, the intention being to close the vehicle access other than
for service vehicle so avoiding the mix of vehicles and pedestrians in the nursey
area which was not ideal on safety grounds.
Where shrubs and low tree branches were dominating entrance areas these were
pruned in 2018/19 to improve the sense of personal safety, re-instate vistas
originally envisioned in the overall plan for the site, give a more open and
welcoming feel, encourage entering the gardens and to allow for safe access and
egress.
The gardens have an overall vertical change in level of approx. 4 m. The original
design by Wm Goldring accommodated this creating by gently sloping pathways
throughout the site, these are still present. The only exception is the access point
directly from Mid-West Walks, which, previously, being a defensive wall, (and now
a scheduled ancient monument) is higher. Access is accommodated by steps c/w
handrail. Once in the gardens path contours are gentle and manageable and
paths are wide enough to facilitate wheelchairs and mobility scooters. Similarly,
the play area is accessible and sloped.
Skateboarding and cycling are not allowed in the gardens to prevent issues with
safety on the path network. Cycling to the gardens is encouraged and two cycle
racks are provided near entrances where they can be easily seen from inside the
gardens and on entry.
Vehicles are banned form the gardens unless by specific permission (usually
restricted to service vehicles or for loading and unloading before and after
events). Vehicles that are allowed on site must use hazard lights, are restricted to
speed and also are required to use a banksman for any reversing manoeuvre.
This is directly overseen by the Head gardener on site. The on-site electric
vehicle is fitted with and required to use an audible alarm when in motion and
uses hazard lights when reversing.

3.1.3 Notice Boards
Three notice boards are present adjacent to the main access points from each
adjoining footway. The notice boards were installed in 2013/14 having been funded and
supplied by the Friends of Borough Gardens. They comprise large opening perspex
fronted boards, headed with the Town Seal and “Borough Gardens” they are in good
condition and are maintained by the gardens staff. Posters for, events in the gardens
being organised by the town council or Friends of or events in other town council sites
are permitted.
Inside the gardens the Town Council favours a low-key approach to signage to
avoid visual clutter and the perception of “thou shalt not “type management which can
be off putting. Signs are as small as is reasonable and kept functional such as directions
to toilets etc. Small signs are also located adjacent to entrances informing visitors of
garden rules such as no cycling etc.
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3.1.4 Access for All
All Paths in the gardens are hard surfaced comprising either tarmac, sandstone paving
or brick paviours. Surfaces are laid to gentle slopes and cambers where appropriate.
Where steps do exist, alternative routes are provided. Surfaces are in good condition
and are maintained in a safe condition by regular sweeping and pressure washing
where moss or algae may develop, especially in the surrounds to the fountain where
spray also increases water on the surface.
Recent Trip Advisor review of Borough Gardens
A walk with a wheelchair
“Mum loves to visit. Watches the youngsters play and we often get a good cup of tea.
Easy to push her around.”
Accessible toilets are provided in two locations at each end of the Gardens by the Kiosk
and tennis Pavilion respectively.
Borough gardens house also contains and accessible toilet and being twin level the
actual house itself features an internal lift adjacent to the stairs.

3.1.4.1 Raised Table/ Access Improvements 2019
A large capital improvement project was completed in early 2019 outside the main
Cornwall road gate at the junction with both West walks, Cornwall road and Princes
Street. The area was problematic with 3 roads meeting and the main vehicular and
pedestrian access to the gardens also opening into the area. To resolve this a jointly
funded project was developed with Dorset County Highways and the Town Council, the
project comprised: • Re-alignment of both footways to both reduce ease of turning right (which was a
known shortcut) and also significantly reduce the width of the carriageway which
was very wide and so difficult for disabled users or people who could not walk
quickly to safely cross.
•

Installation of a raised bench in the highway to slow traffic speeds and ease
crossing in wheeled buggies etc

• Installation of bollards to protect pedestrians
• Re surfacing of the entire new wider footway in front of the gardens, changing
form tarmac to more attractive paving so improving the appearance of the
gardens entrance.
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Junction Before works, main garden access gate bottom right.

Junction after access improvement works, note wider footways, paved entrance, raised table and
narrowed road width.
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Significant benefits for the work included: Reduced traffic flow
Reduced traffic speed
Improves sightlines
Greater pedestrian safety
Significant improvement in safe disabled access to gardens both when
crossing road to them or via new footway works
Much improved visual appearance of the entire area.

3.1.5 Getting There
•
•

•
•

•

The gardens are located adjacent to the town centre and as such are easily
accessed via the pedestrianised Bowling Alley Walk.
Buses stop at the nearby Top of Town roundabout and outside the nearby public
car park at Fairfield. The main bus stops that serve Dorchester are located in the
nearby Trinity Street in the town centre where again pedestrianised access can
be gained via Bowling Alley Walk.
There are two train stations in Dorchester, Dorchester south being approx. 500m
and Dorchester west being approx. 300m from the gardens. New directional
wayfinding signage is located on the approach road to and from each.
There is no public parking on site. On street parking is available in west walks on
the western boundary and in the streets to the east of the gardens. A large pay
and display car park is located approx. 150 m south of the gardens with specific
directional signage from there to the gardens.
Walking to the gardens is encouraged by good directional signage and cycling is
encouraged by the provision of cycle racks within the gardens, these being
located as near to gates as possible whilst remaining in view from the main grass
to allow for casual supervision.

3.1.5.1 Town Centre Wayfinding Scheme
The town centre wayfinding scheme was implemented in mid / late 2019.
The Town Council developed, with assistance from the Dorchester Joint Heritage
committee, a wayfinding scheme for central Dorchester to address signage
issues.
Following a successful grant application to the European Fund for Rural
Development, along with funding from the council itself, the £93,000 scheme was
implemented across the town centre. It provided for 17 finger posts and 6 mapbased nodes. (See following pages for details)
The Borough gardens featured on these posts and nodes clearly signposting from
adjacent areas, car parks and town centre locations.
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A town Centre Node in South Street showing map and directions to Borough Gardens.
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4 Healthy, Safe and Secure
The restoration of the Borough Gardens and House provided new facilities for use by
members of the public, community groups and organisations. The Kiosk, now a popular
summer service, provides refreshments, Baby changing and toilet facilities for all users
of the Gardens. The children’s play area provides a modern facility for play. The
suitability of the Gardens for informal activities and organised events is greatly
enhanced by the existence of the picnic lawn areas, seating and borders of both shrubs
and annuals. The HLF restored Bandstand offers a focal point for many organised
events throughout the year. Further recent additions include the provision of Gym
equipment and an outdoor table tennis table.
Aim
To provide and maintain, safe, high quality visitor facilities for users of the gardens.
Objectives
To carry out inspection and maintenance of all publicly accessible buildings and
facilities to ensure a safe and secure standard to benefit visitor enjoyment.
To have well-maintained toilet facilities, ensure litter is collected daily and bins are
emptied at a frequency which avoids build up or spillage of litter and to provide good
clean seating in the right places.

4.1 Facilities on site
The gardens host a range of facilities that are available for the public to use. As
mentioned previously, the gardens are listed for their heritage value and as such any
development has to be in keeping with both the heritage and character of the gardens.
The gardens are limited in available space making inclusion of new widely varied
features quite difficult. The gardens play a part in wider town provision of facilities which
is detailed in following sections where relevant.

4.1.1 Play area
The play area is located in the upper North West corner of the gardens, handily located
adjacent to the Kiosk and accessible toilets building. It was completely redeveloped in
2009 as part of the HLF project. It is comprised of the following equipment:
Swings x 4
Cradle Swings x 2
Splash Pool
Waltz Roundabout
Rockers x 2
Multi Play Climbing Frame
Bank Slide
Spring Seesaw
Mini Carousel
Slide
Monkey Bars
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In addition, the play area also has the following infrastructure: Fencing
Litter Bins x 3
Seats/Picnic Tables
Footpaths/Grassed Areas
Signs
Gates x3
Wet Pour Safety Surfacing
Steps
Raised planters
Drinking Fountain
The play area is structured with play equipment for younger ones enclosed by a raised
planter which does not close off but subtly divides it from equipment designed for older
children also allowing shaded seating and easy supervision in the toddler area.
The wider play area is structured over three tiers so allowing for open play on grass and
rolling on banks etc interspersed with items of equipment.
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4.1.2 Outdoor Gym and Table Tennis Area
This area is located on the northern boundary of the gardens a little distance from the
play area so as not to encourage use by children. It is adjacent to the Kiosk and
accessible toilets.

The gym site comprises the following equipment placed within a Notts Sward safety
surfaced area. Whilst critical fall heights are very low (less than 800 mm) the safety
surface helps to prevent erosion of the former grass surface and does provide some
softening of any accidental fall. It is comprised of the following equipment: Fitness Bike
Hand bike
Senior Cross Trainer
Double Station Oblique
Double Station comb lat pull down/chest press
Double Station Leg Press
Table Tennis Table
Table tennis bats and balls are available for use from the kiosk when it is open or at
other times available from gardeners on site, otherwise users need to bring their own
equipment.

4.1.3 Fountain
There is a marble fountain in the north-east area of the Gardens. It is 16ft high with four
seated lions backed by fern leaves supporting a 7'6" diameter basin, a column of three
carved birds below a 4' diameter basin above, and an inverted scalloped basin with
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cherub and cornucopia on a flowered column at the top. It was donated by Charles
Hansford in memory of G.J. Gregory JP, his brother-in-law and five times Mayor of
Dorchester, and was officially named the Gregory Memorial Fountain. At the time of
writing some of the spouts including the topmost one is not working due to damage. The
cost to repair is currently in excess of £10,000 and as such is not yet a priority for the
council.
The fountain is surrounded by an Indian sandstone paved area with a spoked wheel
pattern of inset cobbles.

4.1.4 Bandstand.
The centrally located bandstand was donated by Col. W.E. Brymer MP as a permanent
memorial of Her Majesty Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee and in acknowledgement of
kindness received by him from Dorchester townspeople. It was designed by G.J. Hunt,
the Borough Surveyor, and built by Messrs. T. MacFarlane and Co. of Glasgow for
£200. It is constructed of cast iron sections and is one of many around the world
supplied by the famous T. MacFarlane Saracen Foundry. The iron work is capped by a
lead roof which on the underside has a timber “ceiling “to which electric lighting was
fitted at a later date. The bandstand and its surrounding benches are listed structures,
they were repaired and re-painted as part of the HLF improvements and were
subsequently re-painted in 2017. The bandstand is still the focal point for live music and
other events which take place in the Gardens over most weekends during the summer
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including many music events, cake sales, the occasional marriage photos and choral
recitals.
There is a cellar below the bandstand which is below ground and accessed by some
steps to the eastern side of the structure, the cellar is damp and serves a limited
function as a temporary store for materials to be used in events etc.
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4.1.5 Kiosk
The 'Kiosk on the Green' located at the northern end of the Gardens sells a range of
light snacks and drinks. The building was erected as part of the HLF project in 2009; it
comprises of both the kiosk and public toilets with baby changing for the northern end of
the gardens.
The building is built of concrete block faced with timber, it has a flat GRP roof and is
supplied with both mains water and electricity. The kiosk is open every day in the
summer and at some weekends during the winter. The kiosk is run by the operators of
Cafe on the Green at Poundbury, both facilities have an ethos of helping train young
adults with learning difficulties by giving them the opportunity to achieve valuable work
experience at the venues. The kiosk itself is licensed out to the operators who are
responsible for all internal equipment and fittings, the Town Council is responsible for all
structural and external maintenance and repair.

Borough Gardens Kiosk and Toilets

4.1.6 Toilets
The Building housing the kiosk referred to above also houses public toilets for use by
visitors to the gardens. They are completely separate from the Kiosk and are managed
and maintained by the Town Council. The building comprises separate gents, ladies
and disabled user toilets. The toilets are open whenever the gardens are open 7 days a
week. Handwashing facilities which can be very resource hungry are delivered via
Wallgate automatic delivery machines this allows for easy dispensing of water soap and
drying in as efficient a manner as possible. Toilets are mains water supplied urinals are
waterless. The disabled toilet has an automated door open/close facility via button/radar
key, to facilitate easy access for all users.
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4.1.7 Borough Gardens Clock
Immediately south-west of the older tennis courts stands the early C20 clock tower
(listed grade II). Standing on a granite base, the octagonal cast-iron shaft is surmounted
by a square-section clock tier with four clock faces, which is in turn surmounted by
pediments and an onion dome with an elaborate weathervane. The clock tower was
built by Messrs. T. MacFarlane and Co. of Glasgow and cast at the Saracen Foundry as
was the Bandstand. It is painted in red, green, and gold and is ornamented with panels
bearing the Borough arms and an inscription recording the gift of the clock to the town
by Charles Hansford in 1905. The clock was majorly restored as part of the lottery
project but in 2017 the paintwork had become faded and began to slump as a result of
so many layers of paint overlaying the original cast iron framework of the clock. The
clock used to be clockwork with a large pendulum pit still being present inside the
structure however this was replaced by an electrical clock motor.
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4.1.8 Northern tennis courts
Situated adjacent to the Clock Tower, the northern tennis courts comprise two painted
tarmac surfaced courts surrounded by galvanised chain link fencing accessed by a
pedestrian gate. These are the oldest of the tennis courts on site having been installed
in excess of 20 years ago. Their current condition is acceptable in the summer but not in
the winter hence they are closed from October to April, this is due to the degradation of
the playing surface leading to rapid growth of moss and algae which make the surface
slippery. These courts will be maintained as much as possible in their current condition
pending a review of the south western corner of the gardens due in 2022-23.

4.1.9 Southern tennis courts
Situated on the southern boundary of the gardens the two new permeable hard
surfaced tarmac tennis courts are located on the former Bowling Green. The courts,
drainage and fencing were installed in early 2018 at a cost of approx. £160,000, the
works had to accommodate removal of the old bowling green, the very restricted
vehicular access to the southern end of the gardens, the presence of sub terranean
archaeology that had to be inspected and the location of the adjacent scheduled ancient
monument, being the old town wall / embankment of west walks. (See section 7.2
heritage value).
The council runs the tennis courts on the basis of a single £25 per annum family
membership which gives access to the electronic booking system to reserve a court
which can then be played on for free. No equipment is hired on site. Ad-hoc cash
payments can be made by those wishing to play where no pre-bookings are made and
where they are not members of the scheme, as of 2019 this option is very rarely taken
up.
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4.1.10 Tennis Court Toilets
The old Bowls pavilion located adjacent to the new northern tennis courts can be seen
in the photograph on the previous page. It was converted to become a toilet facility
approx. 8 years ago. The building is of rendered brick and tile construction and now
houses toilet facilities for the southern end of the gardens. The building also has a flag
pole attached where the Green Flag Award flag has flown since 2008. Facilities
comprise disabled access toilet complete with auto door opening and handwashing
facilities very similar to the toilets located at the kiosk section 4.1.6.1. The toilets are
closed from November through to the end of March due to lower demand in the
gardens, otherwise they are open whenever the gardens are open.

4.1.11 Borough Gardens House
Borough Gardens House is situated at the south west corner of the gardens. The
former nurseryman’s home/ building was extensively repaired as part of the HLF
improvement project, it comprises two floors plus a cellar and is of brick and slate
construction.
The upper floor is a separate two bedroomed flat which is owned by the Town Council
but is managed and maintained by the Dorset Council under their private leasing
scheme, as such the Town council has no day to day involvement in the operation or
maintenance of the flat.
The ground floor comprises of an entrance hall, disabled toilet facility, toilet and
handwashing facility, lobby, kitchen and a main community meeting room. and operates
as a facility for hire by the community, private businesses and government
organisations to hold meetings, events and gatherings. Public access is only available
when the room is in use for a specific event such as art shows etc. A small lift provides
disabled access to all of the ground floor rooms.
The cellar is currently used for materials storage by on sit staff, this will be reviewed as
part of the wider review for the south western corner of the gardens due in 2022-23.
The building has the benefit of all mains services and internet connection. Hiring is by
enquiry to the town councils’ main office.
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4.2 Maintenance and Inspection Regimes
Common Elements to Inspection Regimes
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✓

✓

Borough Gardens House

✓

All Toilets

Bandstand

✓

Tennis Courts

Fountain

✓

Clock

Outdoor Gym

✓

Kiosk

Play Area
On-site staff carry out daily visual
inspections. Any defects found are
reported to the head gardener.
Sweeping up of leaves and debris is
done weekly except during periods of
heavy leaf fall when frequencies will
increase.
Electrical supplies and fittings are
inspected every two years to comply
with fixed wiring regulations.
Fire safety equipment checks are
carried out every 6 months via the
council’s contractor.
Legionella checks are carried out by the
Head Gardener or operator, weekly
COSHH assessments of cleaning
chemicals used. Reviewed annually
Power washing occurs at regular
interval through the year to prevent a
slip hazard forming. Chemicals are not
used.
The council aims to resolve or make
safe any items identified as other than
“Low” or “Very Low” risk within 24
hours of reporting.
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4.2.1 Unique Maintenance and Inspection Regimes
In addition to the common elements of inspection regimes, there are procedures that
are unique to each facility.
Facility

Regime

Play Area

In addition to daily Head Gardener checks, weekly checks are
carried out by a ROSPA trained inspector who will undertake a
thorough visual and mechanical inspection which is recorded on
the Councils monitoring sheets. On finding faults, after temporarily
making safe or closing the play area if necessary, faults are
reported to the Outdoor Services Manager who will arrange for the
council’s maintenance operator to inspect and either close off,
make good or order parts for repair from manufacturers as
required.
An annual complete audit and risk assessment is carried out by an
external inspection company which takes into account all aspects
associated with the play area and results in a risk-based report
showing any items discovered.
Painting of any equipment that is starting to show light rust,
significant paint damage or just appears shabby will be done on an
as and when basis to maintain a good visual appearance which
helps to deter graffiti and minor damage. This work is carried out
by the Council’s outdoor services team.
The splash pool play feature comprises of several water jets
triggered by a pressure pad in the rubber surface. The water
supply comes from the on-site bore hole which is risk assessed
and analysed externally by the Dorset Council environmental
health team as part of their private borehole drinking water supply
inspection and testing regime. The water then goes to soakaway
so removing the need for re-circulation and treatment. A local
contractor checks and inspects the system weekly through the
summer when it is in operation.
The drinking fountain is supplied by the mains system and is
checked monthly by the Head Gardener for temperature as part of
legionella risk control, should the temperature exceed the
maximum permitted then the fountain is taken out of use. Water
from the fountain runs to soak away.
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Outdoor Gym

The equipment and safety surfacing are inspected and maintained
under the same regime as the play area (see above). The only
further addition being regular removal of fallen leaves from the
surface which can on occasions cause a slip hazard.

Fountain

Water for the fountain comes from the onsite borehole and is recirculated via a filter and dosing system.
The fountain operates all year round except in very cold weather.
The upper section is closed off after dark by a programmed timer
which reduces electricity use.
•
•

The fountain and pumping system’s filters and dosing
equipment are serviced by an external specialist contractor,
weekly in the summer and fortnightly in the winter.
On-site staff carry out daily visual checks and remove any
debris or leaves that are in the water to prevent
contamination and blocking of grilles and filters.

Bandstand

No unique procedures.

Kiosk

PAT testing of all appliances is carried out by the operator.
Routine maintenance of the wood cladding is carried out “off
season” and usually comprises a simple pressure wash and
treatment with clear preservative.

Clock

Clock mechanism - specialist annual maintenance visit carried out
by Smiths of Derby.

All Tennis
Courts

It is anticipated the new southern courts will be re-painted on a 7
year cycle.
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4.2.2 Borough Gardens House Cleaning Regime
The cleaning regime works for the Borough Gardens house are to include the above
common and unique checks plus:
Deployment of slippery floor warning signs.
Washing of all floors.
Cleaning of all sanitary fittings and application of cleaning chemicals.
Cleaning, checking and replenishment of hand washing materials, checking and
replenishment of toilet rolls.
Washing /cleaning of any other surfaces as required.
Vacuum cleaning of carpets.
Checking of lighting function.

4.2.3 Toilet Cleaning Regime
The toilets receive a visual check from the on-site staff at the point of cleaning which is
when the gardens are opened and then at least once again in the winter months and
twice again in the summer. Any defects found are reported to the head gardener, if they
can be resolved by on site staff they are dealt with on the day or the structure is closed
off / made safe until appropriate contractors or open spaces maintenance staff can
make good the problem.
The daily cleaning regime works are to include above visual checks plus:
Deployment of slippery floor warning signs.
Washing of all floors.
Cleaning of all sanitary fittings and application of cleaning chemicals.
Cleaning, checking and replenishment of hand washing gel in Wallgate
dispensers.
Checking and replenishment of toilet rolls.
Washing /cleaning of any other surfaces as required.
Checking of lighting function.
Removal of any litter /debris present.
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4.3 Security
Traditional gardens have a value beyond formal green space offering a range types of
space and activities. Research has indicated that these spaces are most popular with
the general public as they are perceived as safe places and in addition parents tend to
prefer the children’s play spaces situated in them. The Borough Gardens are no
exception and the council will as much as is possible through appropriate management
ensure the sense of security, safety and thereafter, wellbeing, for all users. The
provision of facilities that are clean, safe and in good order is key to giving an air of
security and quality to the gardens. Section 4.1 has detailed the maintenance and
inspection of built features and section 5 will detail maintenance, repair and inspection
regimes for the soft landscaped elements of the gardens.
Aim
To ensure a safe and secure Gardens for the users during the hours of opening.
Objectives
•
To maintain the boundary railings in a sound state so as to allow for closure and
opening of the gardens at dusk and 07:30 respectively and to provide a clearly defined
boundary effective during the day and particularly at night.
•
To maintain a close work relationship with the Community Support Police
Officers so as to tackle unsocial behaviour swiftly and encourage them to patrol through
the Gardens daily.
•
To ensure the gardens are staffed, when open, 7 days a week with gardens staff
during the working days and park keepers outside of those hours.
•
To design out perceived unsafe areas and manage the vegetation both to help
maintain the sense of personal security of the gardens (maintain sightlines in sensitive
areas) and to react rapidly to safety issues e.g. remove bottles, needles, as soon as
they are found.
•
To work with users (walkers, cyclists, skateboarders, bowlers, tennis players etc),
of all ages, to encourage good practice in the gardens and sports facilities to ensure all
users can enjoy their experience.
•
To work with dog owners to encourage responsible dog ownership and good
practice.

4.3.1 Personal Security
The Gardens are open to the public on every day of the year (including Christmas Day)
from 7.30am to 9.00pm or dusk whichever is the earlier. Occasionally they are open for
special events after dark but this is very much the exception since most events take
place during the summer months. Maintaining a sense of personal security within the
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Gardens is of great importance to the Council and several measures are in place to help
maintain this.

4.3.1.1 Staffing
The gardens are staffed during all opening hours. During normal working hours at least
one of the full-time gardens staff will be on site. Outside of normal working hours and at
weekends a Park Keeper will be on duty their final job of the day being the clearance
and locking of the gardens.

4.3.1.2 Closure
The gardens are closed at dusk every evening after the park keeper has ensured all
users have left, the robust gates and railings have helped to make this a very effective
practice in terms of preventing potential gatherings of youths, drinkers and vagrants
during dusk and into dark.

4.3.1.3 Shoplink
Park staff are provided with both a mobile telephone and are also equipped with
shop/pub watch radios which are connected to both other businesses within the town
and the police, so they have the facility to call for assistance should it prove necessary.

4.3.1.4 P.C.S.O.
Police community Support Officers routinely visit the gardens and close working in the
past has developed very good co-operation, facilitated mainly by calling via Shoplink or
mobile phone outside of routine visit times. This practice has been very successful
especially where aggressive or antisocial behaviour develops and the park staff cannot
reason with the individuals concerned or where drug paraphernalia is discovered and
requests made for patrols in certain areas at certain times to solve the problem before it
becomes established.
It is particularly pleasing to note that there is no evidence of offences against the person
taking place in the Gardens.

4.3.1.5 Graffiti Policy
Graffiti where present can give a visual air of neglect to a site which in turn leads to an
increased sense of insecurity for some users. The Town Councils policy is that
wherever possible Graffiti will be removed upon discovery within the gardens. Given the
heritage character of the site this will be irrespective of the content or style of the graffiti
itself.

4.3.1.6 Maintenance of shrubs and sightlines.
During the life of the previous plan, although the impact of large shrubs etc adjacent to
paths, near entrances and in borders was acknowledged as being an obstacle to
increasing the sense of security within the park little was done to actively address this
issue. In 2019, with a change in staffing, this was given a priority by the Head Gardener
and Outdoor Services Manager.
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A substantial amount of work was done to improve this element as shown in before and
after photographs below and overleaf.
Northern tennis Court boundary.

Children’s play area boundary
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Main Cornwall Road Gate Entrance

Fountain Access Steps

4.3.2 Social problems
One of the main issues for consideration and concern was, and still is, user/people
management and this issue is considered in more detail below.
The council was aware that the gardens were used, from time to time, (usually, when
they are officially closed) by some people as a convenient venue for drug dealing /
taking, etc. but this does not pose an immediate problem to others as the gardens are
closed. The effective combination of regular contact with the police, based on staff
promptly reporting finding any evidence of overnight drug taking or dealing and the
provision of high-quality perimeter railings and gates have ensured that this activity has
been minimised considerably.
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4.3.3 Conflict of use
There are occasional issues concerning conflict of use between pedestrians, particularly
elderly pedestrians / parents with young children and skaters or cyclists who are not
always as considerate as might be wished. More often than not, it is comparatively easy
to deal with this issue when formal events are taking place (though it can result in some
abuse or contention), but it less easy to tackle when the Gardens are sparsely
populated. The riding of bicycles and use of skateboards is now not permitted within the
gardens. The Park Keepers and gardening staff enforce this rule but use their discretion
where young children on cycles with stabilisers or using scooters are concerned.
Cyclists and skateboarders can cause damage to infrastructure and plantings, to help
with alternative provision Dorchester Town Council has provided skateboarders with a
large dedicated skateboarding facility at Maumbury Cross some 400 m away which has
seen a large drop in visits to the gardens by those using skateboards and BMX bikes.
Ball games are permitted so long as the activity is carried out reasonably and away from
flower beds and other garden users. Ball games are stopped when they are causing a
nuisance to other users or when damage is likely to occur to plantings and those
wanting to play ball directed to Maumbury rings field some 500m away.
Signs are present in the Gardens explaining clearly which activities are permitted and
which are not. To avoid the appearance of a control culture and visual cutter these are
kept deliberately small and to a low number, it is fortunate that Dorchester is small and
a high proportion of visitors to the gardens are repeat visitors and families so these
rules are generally within the public consciousness and well observed.
Dog walking is not currently a major issue but it is handled sensitively and, when
necessary, firmly by on site staff. Dog control orders exist that cover the gardens (due to
be reviewed by Dorset Council in 2020) Dogs are not permitted in the children’s play
area, gym and tennis courts. Dog walkers may exercise their dogs within the gardens so
long as they are on a lead; they must clear any dog mess left behind by their dogs.
Specific dog waste only bins are provided near two of the five entrances but dog
bags/waste can be deposited in any bin in the gardens.
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5 Well Maintained and Clean
Users of Borough Gardens enjoy the grassed areas, flowerbeds, shrub beds,
landscaped areas and other key soft landscaped features in the gardens in large
numbers. As part of provision of the gardens Dorchester Town Council places a high
priority on the quality of that provision which is in the main achieved by quality
maintenance operations and a strong team focus on standards and personal
responsibility.
Aim
To maintain and further improve the management and maintenance standards within
the gardens.
Objectives
•
•
•
•

To manage waste effectively.
To maintain all hard and soft landscape elements in the safest manner possible
and in keeping with best horticultural and arboricultural practice.
Ensure staff understand their roles and the part they play in delivering a quality
experience for users of the gardens.
To provide up to date efficient and safe equipment for staff to use

5.1 Litter and Waste management
The management principles underlying all waste both collected and produced within the
areas controlled by Dorchester Town Council and its associated working practices are
covered within the councils’ Waste Strategy (appendix item G). This strategy was based
around the Waste Hierarchy Guidance produced under regulation15 of the Waste
Regulations 2011. Where that overarching document is applied to the gardens the
following site-specific elements apply.

5.1.1 Litter and waste recycling
The gardens staff collect any litter found as an ongoing part of their working day. It is
fortunate that the gardens are secure so fly tipping is not a problem and that also users
tend to be respectful of the gardens and do not drop a large amount of litter. Each
morning a member of staff is specifically allocated toilet cleaning and litter collection as
a duty to present a clean garden as early as possible. Combined with this is the
changing of bin liners and emptying of other bins. In the summer months this can be
repeated several times daily especially when events are held, one of the main duties of
Park Keepers who work outside normal works hours and weekends is to carry out this
function to ensure standards are maintained in evenings and at weekends.
Numerous litter bins are located throughout the gardens to provide a collection facility
the policy being to have a bin near to any areas of seating, main features, in the play
area and near entrances/exits. All bins are lockable, large enough to enable easy use
and servicing and also have lids to prevent birds from pulling out contents. Bins
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specifically for dog waste exist near entrances and people can also deposit dog waste
in other bins on site.
The on-site staff transfer litter collected to bulk commercial waste bins located in a
specific screened area within the gardens and operated by Dorset Council, waste is
collected and taken to a local “Murf” (Multi-Reuse Facility) Figures for 2019 reveal this
achieves recovery rates as below.
Recycled (Metals)
Biological Treatment
(CLO)
Thermal Treatment
(RDF)
Landfilled
Process Loss

1%
7%
74%
7%
11%

This facility the separates the various elements of the waste for recycling so preventing
land fill as can be seen currently at approx. 7 %

5.1.2 Two Minute Litter Pick
In 2019 the town council decided to support the wider national “2 Minute litter Pick”
initiative which was being promoted by Litter Free Dorset. Within the agreement, an
eye-catching board with positive messages about not dropping litter is supplied along
with litter pickers. Organisations involved then undertake to: • Position the board in a suitable spot that has been assessed as being easily
accessible and in a location where litter is generated by the public.
• Keep the board maintained and manged and supplied with bags to enable
members of the public to do a voluntary litter pick.
• Provide a bin nearby so litter collected can be disposed of properly.
The council decided that education of children in environmental matters was important
so the board is located between the children’s play area and the toilets / Kiosk and has
proved popular with parents and children. It has become a novel way to teach children
both not to drop litter but also about putting something back into the community in which
they live by giving a little of their time.
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L to R The Mayor Richard Biggs, Carl Dallison Outdoor Services Manager, Iain Adshead Head
Gardener, Sophie Colley Litter Free Dorset, locate the new two minute litter pick board.

5.1.3 Events
The gardens host many events throughout the summer, some are organised by the
council and others by external organisations. The council is very much aware of the
hierarchy of waste and how that can be applied across third party events and as such
requires organisers of larger events to undertake a waste assessment, where it is likely
the event will generate significant visitor numbers and general waste organisers must
provide trade waste bin facilities again operated by Dorset Council so recycling can be
achieved. Where an event may generate waste specific to it, organisers must consider
how waste can be reduced.
e.g. One of the main events in the gardens is the annual cider festival attracting some
4000 + people which used to use single use plastic glasses, this was changed in 2018
and the festival now sell a durable container which can be re-filled, there is a nocontainer no refill policy and this has seen a dramatic reduction in waste generation.

5.1.4 Green Waste
All Green waste generated by operations on site is shredded, chipped or composted
and then re-used on site in accordance with the DTC Waste Policy.

5.1.5 Surface water and Sewage
Sewage and surface water generated by the onsite toilets blocks, gardeners mess
facility and Borough Gardens House return to the mains sewage system for treatment in
Dorchester.
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Waste water from drinking fountains and the play area is drained to earth via a
soakaway as do all other hard surfaces and roofs.

5.1.6 Re-use
As part of normal operations, the nursery could potentially produce a large amount of
waste plastic. Cleaning and re-use of trays and pots allows them to be used again year
on year so reducing waste which is again in keeping with the wider waste policy.
Used peat free compost from hanging baskets etc is re-used via two routes either
composting on site or composting at the council’s main depot, both venues see re-use
in the gardens (see section 6.1.5 Composting)
The council moves waste on vehicles and as such is required to hold a waste carrier
license current licence number - CBDU118276
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5.2 Horticultural Maintenance
Within this section of the plan the soft landscape facilities available for the public to use
are detailed along with inspection regimes etc to ensure they remain in good condition
for users to enjoy.
The delivery of horticultural maintenance is provided by the in-house team based on
site, when there is a large volume type operation to be carried out or larger projects to
be delivered, additional colleagues will be brought in from the outdoor services team.
Specialist operations are let out on an ad-hoc basis to specialist contractors where
necessary e.g. Arboricultural works.

5.2.1 Grass areas
Many grass areas exist within the gardens, they can be broadly classed as amenity type
grass being cut approx. weekly with no clipping collection. Cutting is via ride on rotary
machine, battery powered brush cutters and blowers. The three main areas of grass
comprise: •

•

•

Putting green lawn, so named because of the historic green that was located in
this area. It is a medium sized grass area located adjacent to the Children’s play
area. It is at the highest point in the gardens so enjoys a good sunny aspect and
view over the entire gardens and offers easy casual supervision of children in the
play area so it is popular as a location for family picnics. Recycled plastic picnic
benches are provided in this area and it is also usually used as a food and eating
area for bigger events.
Main lawn, located to the north of the bandstand this lawn slopes down to the
south eastern corner and offers a wide sunny open area with great views of the
bandstand. The lawn has island annual beds and a limited number of semi
mature decorative trees. The lawn is used heavily as a viewing point for events
focussed on the bandstand or as an activity area for multi feature events.
The Bowl Picnic Lawn, this area is the site of the former lawn tennis courts
removed many years ago, it is a very flat area to the south of the bandstand.
Although it has a drainage system it is prone to holding water in the winter due to
it being the lowest point in the gardens. It is popular for picnics and has several
picnic tables and also houses the human sundial which is always popular with
younger children. It is also heavily used during events due to it being central in
the gardens easily accessed and flat.

Other grass areas exist around the gardens and in the main provide a border to island
and perimeter shrub beds although some are large enough to hold stalls etc when
events occur and are very often used by people enjoying the sun when on lunch breaks
from nearby offices and businesses.
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5.2.2 Bulb Areas
There are plantings of bulbs in both annual beds and some shrub borders, comprising
mixtures of winter, spring and summer flowering species e.g. Cyclamen hederifolium,
Narcissus, Tulipa and Allium. Three main bulb planted areas existing in lawns.
Snowdrop lawn, located on the boundary with west Walks near the main
entrance from Cornwall Road the lawn comprises an elongated triangular area having a
very shallow slope. Planting currently comprises native Snowdrops Galanthus nivalis.
There is the potential to develop this area further with the introduction of other species
to compliment such as Eranthis hyemalis. Once sufficient time has elapsed after
flowering for the bulbs to recover, the grass then returns to routine cutting regime. The
area has a vista down to the fountain and is popular as a picnic/ lunch spot in the
summer months.
Daffodil Lawn, the plantings of various Narcissus spp are sited in a lawn adjacent
to the children’s play area. Grass growth is weak due to the dense shade created by the
canopy of a mature Fagus sylvatica ‘Purpurea’. The plantings have been carried out
over several years by volunteers from the Macmillan Charity to create a contemplative
memorial area.
Camassia lawn, created in late 2019 and located in the north western corner of
the gardens the lawn comprises a grass bank adjacent to a path access to the southern
gate on the boundary with West walks. The area is densely planted with Camassia
caerulea bulbs and over planted with large flowering crocus to extend the flowering
season. The grass will usually be cut and collected in late July and then return to routine
cutting.

5.2.3 Annual beds
The gardens have several beds that are planted twice annually with bedding plants
grown in the on-site nursery by the gardens staff. Due to the historic nature and
character of the gardens the beds are in keeping with the sites character and an integral
part of its offer to the public. Designs are planned and planted by the on-site staff.
Changes were made to the extent of area put over to bedding towards the end of the life
of the last plan to reflect, as much as possible, a move to a more sustainable ethos for
the gardens. Reductions have been made to what is now considered a more suitable
level whilst retaining their historic relevance in the landscape.

5.2.4 Carpet Bedding
A single formal carpet bed is located on the eastern boundary of the gardens. It is a
circular bed located on a grass bank which gives the opportunity to view the bed more
easily and fully than if the ground were flat. The bed was relocated in 2016 and is used
annually in the summer to display a logo or design selected by the Council’s
management Committee. In winter the bed is planted with annuals and bulbs. Designs
selected usually favour a local matter/ organisation or a large national event.
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5.2.5 Grass Free Lawn
Located adjacent to the carpet bed described in 5.2.4, the grass free lawn was created
to demonstrate an alternative to grass that can be planted to provide: Flowers
Colour
Nectar for pollinators
Habitats
A lower CO2 profile in comparison to grass
The former bowling green used to house this feature, it was moved to allow for tennis
court improvements in 2017, it was lifted as turf would be and relocated. Conceived as
a mayoral project and installed by the friends of Borough Gardens who still undertake
maintenance and top up plantings, the bed also has an explanatory board to help
people who wish to consider this as an alternative.

5.2.6 Shrub beds
Being an important part of the original design for the gardens, the shrub beds remain
largely as they were. They are located on two of the four perimeters which provide
significant visual and sound screening from the main road adjacent. Originally the
perimeter and island shrub beds were planted in tiers, despite the lottery improvements
this has over time been lost and the resulting effect was to have beds that appeared
overgrown and had little horticultural interest though are of high visual value.
Work commenced in 2019 to remedy this situation by the reduction and pruning back of
overgrown and over mature specimens to the facilitate, over the coming years, reintroduction of desirable species of varying heights.
Cornwall Road boundary
border bed showing first
area to be pruned back
and replanted with species
to create tiers of foliage.

This work was very well received by users of the gardens as it very quickly lead to a
feeling of active maintenance and management across the entire site.
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5.2.7 Fernery
In 2017 a fernery was introduced on the site of a former overgrown shrub bed located
adjacent to the northern tennis courts. The site is split level being divided by a short wall
of random rubble construction which adds interest. Several larger trees and shrubs
were retained to add height and an air of maturity. Several different species of ferns
were introduced including Adiatum hisipidulum, Blechnum ‘Penna-marina’ and
Dryopteris ‘Wallichiana’ along with several larger specimens of Dicksonia antarctica,
Narcissus ‘Thalia’ were also underplanted to give interest to the area in the late winter
and early spring.
A further addition to the border to add to the “air of decay” normally associated with
ferneries took the form of stone mason student, apprentice pieces made by local college
students that were aged in compost before being located within the ferns. Pieces reflect
such subjects as Tudor roses. circles and gargoyles.
The resident hedgehog population in the gardens are catered for in many locations and
here in particular can be seen wood piles which are placed over hedgehog boxes to
provide shelter for them and for winter hibernation.

Newly planted Fernery 2017

The fernery was planted through “Geotex” membrane to suppress weeds in the area,
this is covered by wood chippings from the gardens tree and shrub pruning works.

5.2.8 Mediterranean Bed.
This bed was stripped of old overgrown shrubs and replanted in 2014. A raised seating
platform was created and a feature seat installed to take advantage of the view through
the gardens from the tennis courts. By 2019 the planting had lost some of its theme and
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interest so renovation work started to improve the bed. Works included removal of
overgrown and not in keeping species, general pruning. removal or perennial weed and
taking of propagation material to grow on and replant.
Plantings of summer flowering Allium bulbs took place in 2019, species include
caeruleum and stipitatum.

Mediterranean Bed Borough Gardens

5.2.9 Scented Border
Replanted in 2015 the scented border is located adjacent to the fountain steps it
contains examples of shrubs that produce scent usually as part of flowering. The border
does not contain roses which are located in other borders in the gardens. Pruning is
designed to promote growth that will favour flower production.
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5.2.10 Hedges
Several Hedges exist in the gardens located on the southern boundary, nursery
boundary, fountain area and the fountain vista seating bay. All hedges are treated the
same being trimmed three times annually. All hedges were previously allowed to
become too large and were trimmed back hard in 2019, it is expected their growth will
re-establish in a more managed form over the first half of the life of this plan. Individual
hedges are of one species, including Lonicera, Ligustrum, Buxus and Prunus. Where
ever possible staff do not cut hedges at bird nesting time unless there is a safety risk to
users of the gardens and they also make inspections of the hedges for wildlife before
cutting commences at other times.

5.2.11 Nursery
The modestly sized on-site nursery is located in the south western corner of the
gardens. It comprises of a twin range of glass houses, a small individual greenhouse,
several cold frames, standing out ground and potting shed. The twin range are heated
to provide frost protection in winter and growing temps from April onwards. A new
propagation section was created for the 2020 season after councillors decided to retain
the nursery following a review into its future. This decision was based upon the
opportunities it offered in terms of both staff development and public interest, civic pride,
heritage value within the gardens and to ensure security of supply and quality of annual
plants produced.
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5.3 Horticultural Quality Control
Both the Outdoor Services Manager and Head Gardener are fully trained horticultural
professional and have significant experience in the field. By specifying staff with these
skills, standard setting in terms of quality can be established for other staff, which in turn
ensures quality of provision. Daily inspections of the gardens and checks on staff quality
of work by the Head Gardener are coupled with routine but ad-hoc visits by the Outdoor
Services Manager. In this way both programmed and random sampling checks for
quality can be achieved.
Social media generally for the Town Council and specifically the Borough Gardens
Facebook and Trip Advisor pages are actively monitored by the OSM and comments
reviewed for any maintenance issues they may bring up. This gives an invaluable
external user overview which is helpful in both standards setting and also identifying
gaps in provision.
As contractors are not used for routine operations, maintenance specifications are not
used within the gardens. To set minimum standards the maintenance frequencies
detailed in appendix: Item A apply.

5.3.1 Monitoring and Review
The Management Plan including the Performance Specification document will be
regularly reviewed and monitored. It is the responsibility of the Outdoor Services
Manager with the involvement of the Head Gardener to review these documents on an
ongoing basis. The OSM will amend /review the plan on an annual basis.
The OSM and Head Gardener will meet at least weekly and at other times when
necessary to over view progress of work and standards in the gardens. The HG will
monitor the work achieved within the gardens and greenhouses as part of their normal
routine. ‘Walkabout’ meetings will discuss both present and upcoming work and
standards and monitor progress. Any alterations to timings, standards or quantities will
be agreed at the meetings and actions taken to update specifications if necessary.
5.3.2 Staffing
The on-site team are key to the quality of any maintenance works carried out and to this
end work in the last two years of the previous plan and continuing into this plan centres
around the following aspects.
Increasing team and individual skills
Increasing staff involvement in maintenance decisions
Increasing the sense of personal responsibility
Recognising achievements/ Annual reviews
Good communication between staff is always a prerequisite to achieving good
outcomes. When this is combined with the above and a good understanding of the
Management and Maintenance Plan, a consistent strategy for all staff to manage and
maintain the Gardens over a period of 10 years is established.
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5.3.3 Skills and Training
Personal skills and training of staff has the highest priority in both initial selection and in
regard to ongoing professional development. Staff without skills cannot deliver quality,
the council has delivered on a training programme designed to “up skill” existing staff
and has restructured to enable pay progression as part of that. In addition, the expected
skills required for new posts have increased and this is reflected in the person
specifications at the recruitment stage.
The Head Gardener is responsible for ensuring practical skills are passed on to any of
the on-site staff by on the job/task demonstrations, coaching and monitoring. To further
support on the job training the council will where possible and relevant, provide both
encouragement and financial support to facilitate formal horticultural training over and
above any legislative training requirement placed on the council e.g. safe use of
equipment etc.
The target for the council is to achieve training to at least level 2 in horticultural practice
for all staff working at the gardens who are able to undertake formal training. This target
is currently met.
Routine mandatory training is provided for all staff at commencement of employment if
they don’t already possess the relevant certificates, this comprises, in the main, health
and safety matters to ensure staff are aware of how to work safely e.g. Induction on site,
Manual Handling and Working at Height.
Additional training delivered for on-site staff to carryout routine operations includes: -

Horticulture level 2 minimum
Pesticides application PA 1 and PA6
Chainsaw use, crosscutting and maintenance
Safe use of ride on, pedestrian mowers, Brush cutters
Visual tree inspection 1-day course
Chipper and shredder safe operation
First aid
MEWP Training
Continual professional development and refresher training is also routinely provided on
an annual basis to ensure staff remain current with latest working practices specific
training needs and desires are discussed as part of the annual appraisal system.

5.3.4 Management Structure
Those staff based and working at the Borough Gardens are the Head Gardener, Skilled
Gardener, Gardener/Labourer, Garden labourer (part time) and Park Keepers x2. The
role of the Head Gardener entails him overlooking all staff based at or visiting the
Gardens including contractors who are instructed to report direct to him upon arrival
before starting works.
All Town Council outdoor services staff are responsible to the Outdoor Services
Manager, who will when necessary move staff from outside areas to work within the
gardens to cover peaks and troughs at peak times, or to replace staff during absences
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for sickness or leave. They may also be called upon for any specific construction or
maintenance tasks.
An organogram showing the Management Structure for the Borough Gardens on the left and
open spaces team on the right.

Council

Management
Committee

Town Clerk

Deputy Town
Clerk

Outdoor Services
Manager
Head
Gardener

Labourer
(part time)

Skilled
Gardener

Park
Keepers (2)

Gardener
Labourer

Semi-Skilled
Worker (2)

Gardener/
Labourer (2)

Skilled Worker
(2)

Volunteers – The Borough Gardens also take on temporary and semi-permanent Volunteers from various
sources, the Gardens at present has one semi-permanent volunteer in place.

5.3.5 Staff Appraisals
A formal appraisal system exists where staff meet with the Head Gardener to discuss
their progress against previous targets, problems preventing good working, personal
achievements and targets for the coming year along with any additional or desired
training needs. These are done on a one to one basis and the opportunity is taken to
have a wide-ranging discussion about how the working environment can be further
improved to allow for an increase in the standard of work delivered in the gardens.
Similarly, the Head gardener has an appraisal with the OSM.

5.3.6 Team Briefings
Routine team briefings occur at least monthly lead by the HG, subjects will vary but will
be based around Standards, working practices, safety, customer focus and quality.
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5.4 Arboricultural Management
The gardens feature around 140 trees (not including small sub shrub sized specimens)
at varying stages of maturity giving a very high-quality appearance to the gardens.
Specimens vary in age from circa 100 years to recently planted heavy standard trees.
The Council places a high value on its tree stock and it is specifically mentioned within
the councils Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan 2018-2023. Items of relevance
specifically to the gardens tree stock are as follows:
“The Borough Gardens host the widest variety of tree species as well as the
highest number in a single location. All the trees there have been deliberately planted
and tend to be non-native species which reduces their biodiversity value in term of
habitat and food but their contribution is still large. There is a healthy mix of ages of tree
and planting density.
With the exception of some specimens of pleached Lime in Borough Gardens,
maintenance in the form of cutting and pruning is very much limited to remedial work to
dead, diseased, dying or mechanically problematic material.
Town wide there is a replacement ratio of trees that have been felled or died but
kept standing if possible, of two for every one lost.”
In addition to the above the council also has a Tree management Policy 2016 this
document sets out the councils’ management objectives for trees across the town. It is a
broad document, extracts relevant to the tree stock within Borough gardens are shown
below:
•

•

•

Trees are important features in the landscape. They help to create an attractive
environment, making the Town a better place to live, work, study and visit. They
bring colour and contrast, screen unsightly structures, give privacy and soften the
hard lines of streets and landscapes.
The Town Council recognises its obligations when undertaking works to trees in
conservation areas (including Borough Gardens) and will liaise with WDDC (now
Dorset Council) tree Officer prior to performing works on any tree within a
Conservation area.
We will seek to ensure that tree works are carried out to the highest standards. In
carrying out tree works, we and any third-party contractor working on trees over
which we have a responsibility, will ensure that pruning conserves the overall
amenity value, form and shape of the tree and all tree works must be carried out
in accordance with British Standard 3998 – Recommendations for Tree Work.
Particular pruning specifications may or may not be appropriate for trees of
different ages, species, health and condition, or even between trees of the same
species depending on their condition, age and environment. Clear and
acceptable pruning objectives are necessary in advance of approval of a pruning
specification.
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5.4.1 Tree Inspections
The aforementioned policy details when and how tree inspections will be carried out:
The council works on a risk-based approach to tree management: a programme
of inspection identifying and prioritising potential hazards and desirable works. The
cycle of inspection for trees is set according to their location and area of risk.
Highways trees and those adjacent to the highway and any located over high
impact target zones (in the case of Borough gardens, the play area and seating for
example) are considered to be highest priority. The subsequent inspection frequency
cycle is determined by a number of factors including road category, traffic/pedestrian
use, incident history, local knowledge and the presence of features within the target (fall
area). Tree defects likely to cause a hazard are identified and the appropriate work is
undertaken to remove the hazard.
The following categories will be used when prioritising tree works:
Priority

Response

Priority 1: Urgent Public Safety *

Within 24 hours Exclude public or carryout
works.

Priority 2: Non-urgent but essential work

Between 1 to 6 months depending upon risk
and time of year

Priority 3: Desirable

12 months where possible

Non-priority

No action proposed

* Surveyors have the contact numbers for both the Head gardener and the Outdoor
Services Manager. They are instructed to make contact immediately should any Priority
1 issues be discovered. On site staff will then either cordon off if in extreme cases close
the gardens until remedial works can be arranged. The council has the ability to call on
both Dorset Councils Arb team and /or a local tree contractor to effect prompt works.
Inspection up to 2020 was by a paper-based system which, whilst offering the
advantage of being relatively quick and simple, was not sufficiently thorough to meet the
policies requirements. In 2019 a software system produced by Pear Ltd was trialled and
purchased for use.
Surveys using this system will be carried out in early summer 2020 and then at
frequencies determined by this new base line survey.
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5.4.2 Tree Strategy Borough Gardens
Trees are very important within the gardens and as such consideration has to be given
as to what role they play and how this will be maintained over the life of this plan.
5.4.2.1 Mature trees
Several mature specimens exist within the gardens, having being planted many
decades ago they now dominate certain areas providing a visual sense of scale and
impact. These include Fagus sylvatica, F.s. “Purpurea”, Tillia spp and Pinus. Because
they have such an important role in the gardens, maintenance works avoid disturbing or
compacting rootzones and any work on the trees is carried out by professional arborists
and kept to a minimum to ensure they continue to flourish in the gardens for as long as
possible. Original planting positions were prudent so few problems are associated with
the location of these older trees. Planting was intended to create either feature
ornamental trees at key points and as specimens in lawns or to demark the perimeter
boundary. There are no woodland areas within the gardens.
See also section 7 for information on wildlife and biodiversity in reference to trees on
site.
5.4.2.2 Semi-mature trees
The gardens have many examples of semi-mature trees of a range of species including
Aesculus, Liriodendron, Fraxinus, Sorbus and Acers. These plantings help to support
the structure of the gardens and complement the existing mature trees. In some
locations it will be possible to allow these to grow to maturity with a view to replacing
some older specimens but this is not possible in all cases. These plantings will be
maintained wherever possible at current density levels and range of varieties by
ongoing management and the planting of replacement younger trees.
5.4.2.3 Young trees
Many young trees were planted as part of the lottery funded re-development. These
took the form of heavy standard containerised specimens and were planted in locations
where it was hoped they would grow to replace the mature specimens as they came to
end of life. It was however not a very successful strategy as they were, on many
occasions, planted too close to the existing trees and suffered from shading almost
immediately leading to distorted or weak growth. This has demonstrated how carefully
new tree locations have to be selected. It is the case that new trees cannot be planted,
immediately adjacent to mature specimens to eventually replace them. As a result,
selected specimens within the semi mature stock will be maintained to allow them to
develop as specimens in the future and replanting will only take place after felling where
appropriate.
Young tree planting will usually be limited to direct replacement in locations where
existing trees fail or die and have to be removed quickly. Species selection will be
determined by historic relevance in the gardens, soil type, wildlife benefit and
consideration of the predicted climate for the locality going forward.
Only stock produced in the UK will be selected for replanting, evidence of bio-security at
the nursery will be a requirement as will production using peat free media. If relevant,
stock from local/regional indigenous populations will be used if available.
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5.4.2.4 Lime trees
A Planting of pollarded Tillia exists in the form of individual specimens located in a circle
around the bandstand. These are recorded under the heritage listing for the bandstand
along with the accompanying benches, and as such, are protected.
The pollarding, as much as is possible,
retains the trees in a small and clean enough
form to not compromise views of the
bandstand. Pruning is carried out annually in
the winter. Some specimens exhibit previous
tree care operations such as filling cavities
with cement which compromise their strength
so the trees have all new growth removed
each year to keep canopies as light as
possible. Due to listing when significant
failure occurs and/or the structure is
significantly compromised these trees will be
removed and replanted with Tillia spp.
A row of similarly pollarded Tillia spp is
present on the southern boundary of the
gardens adjacent to Bowling Alley walk,
these are not formally listed and are at an
end of life. The replanting plan is to keep with
the original design intention to replace with
Lime or Hornbeam and to pleach the
specimens into box shapes to add an
interesting linear feature to the boundary
whilst still allowing views (above the existing
hedge and under the new canopy) into the
gardens from the footway.
Pollarded Tillia, Bandstand, Borough Gardens

5.4.2.5 Storm Safety
A closure procedure exists for the gardens in windy conditions. Where the forecast
predicts wind in excess of 45 mph a review takes place to raise staff awareness. Where
speeds are predicted to be 60 mph plus or an amber weather warning for wind is
released by the Met Office which covers the Dorchester area the gardens will be closed.
This is a dynamic process with wind monitoring by Head Gardener or Outdoor Services
Manager who will ultimately make the call of when to close.
The public are cleared from the site, gates closed and locked and signs placed on them
informing the public of reasons for closure. Safety instructions to staff are given by Head
Gardener and placed on staff “WhatsApp” group for Park Keepers to see before
commencement of shift, which gives them safe access and safe working information.
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5.5 Building and Infrastructure maintenance
The provision of well-maintained and safe buildings and infrastructure is a key part of
overall management for the gardens. Section 4, “Safe and Secure”, details maintenance
and inspection regimes for various facilities which the public are encouraged to enjoy.
This section focusses mainly on structures that staff alone access and infrastructure
that is used by all. The town councils’ aims and objectives are stated in section 4 and
the same ambition applies to the areas covered within this section.

5.5.1 Staff facilities and Storage
The Lottery funded improvement project included within its plan, improvements to staff
facilities and storage within the gardens.
5.5.1.1 Staff facilities
As part of the project, the old mess facilities were converted to storage and a new mess
facility containing seating, personal and PPE stowage, kitchen facilities, a toilet and
shower were created in a new building. It is of brick construction with a tiled roof,
electrically heated with a water supply direct from the on-site borehole.
The building is small but provides sufficient amenities for the on-site staff. The building
also doubles as the Head Gardeners Office. The building is cleaned at least weekly in
addition the following maintenance checks are carried out.: •
•
•
•

Fixed wiring tested at 3 yearly intervals. (External Contractor)
Bi-annual P.A.T testing (E C)
Monthly legionella temp testing and cleaning of shower head. (Head Gardener)
Annual replacement of U.V sterilising light on Borehole water supply (E C)

5.5.1.2 Storage
The project facilitated storage by the creation of new mess facilities for staff, whilst this
was an improvement it is still not ideal and work in 2020 will focus on the relocation of
materials currently stored in the renovated cellar below Borough Gardens House.
In the meantime, the cellar is tidied by staff as required access steps swept and kept
clear. Safety checks include: Monthly firefighting equipment checks, weekly alarm testing. (H.G)
Six monthly fire alarm servicing. (E C)
Monthly emergency lighting checks, annual testing and certification (E.C)
P.A.T testing every two years (E.C)
Fixed wiring tested at 3 yearly intervals. (External Contractor)
Six Monthly intruder alarm servicing (E C)
The cellar has electrical power supply and also houses the main router for the free Wi-Fi
system used in the gardens.
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The other main storage facility within the gardens is the garage which is located within
the nursery area. The garage has electrical power and light. In the past space was
occupied by machinery required for the maintenance of the bowling green. Since it has
been removed this machinery and equipment has been withdrawn so facilitating
movement of equipment from the cellar to the garage which is far more suitable as it is
at ground level, has good working space and headroom. Maintenance and cleaning is
as for the cellar.
It is clear however that storage is still not ideal and a move must be made to using the
garage for frequently and routinely accessed items and the cellar for materials that have
a less frequent more periodic use. This will be achieved in 2020 with the Head gardener
tasked with completion.
The review of the south western corner of the gardens scheduled for 2021 will take into
account the shortcomings of current arrangements.
Some limited very short-term storage exists in the cellar under the bandstand, this is
limited due to the damp conditions to temporary storage of materials e.g. chairs and
tables, overnight in a secure place where they are to be used for weekend events.
5.5.1.3 Inspection and fault reporting
The Head Gardener is responsible for routine inspection of these facilities on at least a
weekly basis with an emphasis to staff that they should also take responsibility and
report any issues on discovery to the H.G.
Depending on the nature of the fault the following reporting procedures apply: •
Immediately dangerous, i.e. electrical or structural faults, problem is isolated
physically from staff and reported to Outdoor Services Manager for specialist contractor
repair.
•
Routine non-dangerous repairs, i.e. damaged fittings, problem reported to Head
Gardener. Direct repair effected or report to OSM for repair by Open Spaces team or
contractor.

5.5.2 Gardens Infrastructure
5.5.2.1 Path Network
All paths within the gardens are hard surfaced using either tarmac, block paviours or
paving slabs. As of time of compilation, the network is in good condition with no loose
surface, significant fretting or potholes. There are two exceptions for which orders are
placed to rectification, both are caused by root heave and will be completed by April
2020.
The paths are inspected by the Head gardener as part of the daily walk of gardens and
any defects are noted. The frequency of checking and permanent manning of the site
means faults developing can be remedied easily when minor or larger works such as
the above programmed in to affect a wider repair. In the event of sudden failure, the
layout of paths is such that the section can be closed and a diversion /alternative route
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put into place. The life span of tarmac surfaces is significantly increased by the
restriction of vehicle access in the gardens. Only small service vehicles and light vans
used by contractors are allowed to access the gardens as part of normal working.
Paths are swept or cleared of debris using a blower at least twice weekly intervals with
more frequency during seasonal or drought leaf fall.
Areas of block and stone paving prone to the development of algae and or moss are
known to the staff and area pressure washed to remove the hazard.
5.5.2.2 Seating and Bins
Where appropriate seating and bins located in the gardens are of a construction type
and style to suit the character of the area of the gardens in which they are placed.
Broadly, seating is divided as follows:
•
•
•
•

Traditional style wooden park seats
Formal cast metal ended seats using a casting mould that is in keeping with the
original design used in the gardens.
Re-cycled plastic type picnic benches.
All metal accessible integrated picnic benches and table.

Litter bins are again sited to try to fit in with local site character and broadly divided as
follows:
•
•
•

All wooden exterior cylindrical bins with cigarette stubbers.
Cast metal, traditional style square bins
All metal Dog waste bins.

Checks and repair regimes are as per path network on previous page. Maintenance in
the form of rubbing back and treatment of wooden slats and surfaces occurs every two
years. Rubbing back and painting of metal surfaces occurs every 5 years.
5.5.2.3 Fencing and Gates
As mentioned in section 4.3 the gardens have high quality secure perimeter fencing.
The bespoke deigned scheme was installed as part of the lottery funded improvements.
It was supplied by Alpha Rail and is of mild steel construction which was galvanised and
hot dipped powder coated in an anthracite grey finish. Until the coating degrades
significantly there is no need to apply any paint to the railings other than ad-hoc repairs
or to cover over any hard to remove Graffiti.
Thee of the sites’ individual gates were not specially manufactured as part of the above
programme and these are in varying states of condition. The two oldest gates require
shot blasting back to base metal, priming and repainting as do the twin gates by the
nursery. This work will be programmed into the action plan.
Maintenance is limited to bi-annual cleaning as described above.
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5.5.3 Equipment Maintenance
Only equipment used by staff and volunteers to maintain the gardens is referenced in
this section.
5.5.3.1 Machinery and Equipment
All equipment in the form of hand tools, stand-alone machinery, ride-on type cutting
equipment and vehicles is subject to several health and safety requirements these are
listed below: •
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations (PUWER) and as
such several obligations to ensure a safe working environment for both the
operator and members of the public using the gardens.
The Control of Vibration at Work Regulations 2005, protecting machine
operators from harmful vibrations.
The Control of Noise at Work Regulations, protecting machine operators and
those nearby from harmful levels of noise.
Manual Handling Operations Regulations, affecting those who either carry,
transport or use machinery/equipment/supplies
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Regulations, providing guidance on
protection to users form hazards.
The Management of Health & Safety at Work Regulations placing an
obligation to ensure operations are assessed for risk and that operators receive
appropriate training.
Supply of Machinery (Safety) Regulations, ensuring only properly designed
and constructed equipment is supplied for use.

Notwithstanding the above, overarching legislation under the Health and Safety at
Work Act of 1974 also applies to staff and volunteers carrying out all operations within
the working environment. Similarly, the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare)
Regulations have overarching principles and requirements to ensure the environment
in which people work and rest is safe.
Responsibilities
Staff working on site are instructed by the head gardener in regard to their personal
responsibilities in relation to the above regulations. In short these include: •
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspection of equipment for faults before use
Observing any exclusion areas or quarantined equipment
Reference to and understanding of PPE and risk assessments
Use of PPE provided
Fault reporting
Following safe working practice procedures and safe storage principles
Avoiding working where a member of the public or colleague could be put at risk
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• Reporting any accidents or near misses.
• The need to use signage or barriers to raise awareness or exclude when carrying
out some operations.
The Head gardener is responsible for ensuring that all on-site staff and volunteers
understand their personal responsibilities and, in addition:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring Risk assessments, safe working practice documents and COSHH
information are readily available.
Carrying out dynamic risk assessment of works to be carried out.
Ensuring any faulty equipment is removed from use and either disposed of or
repair organised via the Outdoor Services manager (OSM)
Contributing to reviews of risk and PPE assessments
Presenting equipment for service.
Requesting P.P.E. for staff
Carrying out annual appraisals
Identifying training requirements to be relayed to OSM
On site supervision, ensuring only trained staff carry out operations and that any
contravention of H and S regulations is quickly dealt with.
Ensuring safe storage of equipment.

The Outdoor Services manager is responsible for ensuring health and safety
compliance, that all staff are appropriately trained and that equipment is suitable for
purpose. Also, specifically, but not exclusively:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procuring staff training, personal protective equipment, machinery and equipment
and subsequent fault repair and servicing.
Production of risk and PPE assessments, safe working procedures and COSHH
lists.
Supervising and checking of on-site behaviours and practices.
Staying up to date and disseminating health and safety information.
If necessary, commencing any disciplinary action required as a result of breaches
of H&S procedures
Investigating any accidents or near misses.
Providing materials and resources to allow all others to meet their own and the
Councils H & S responsibilities.
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6 Environmental Management
Aim
To Ensure that Borough Gardens has as positive effect on the wider environment as
possible whilst retaining its features both landscape and built and maintaining them with
as low an environmental impact as is possible. The original character of the site
continues to be, wherever possible, strongly evident to visitors and the gardens are
retained in a similar condition into the future.
Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

To follow the recommendations and actions detailed in the Council’s Biodiversity
Statement and Action Plan 2018-2023.
Conservation and minimalization of water, fossil fuels and materials to reduce
their overall use in the gardens
The cessation of the use of pesticides within the gardens with the exception of
potential use to combat invasive plant species e.g. Japanese Knotweed
Ultimately cease the use of peat and peat-based products within the gardens.
Ensure the Gardens and its tree and plant population is best positioned to meet
the predicted change in climate for the Dorchester area of Dorset.
Reduce noise and atmospheric pollution in the gardens by utilisation of electric
vehicle and battery powered equipment.

Dorchester Town Council produced a Biodiversity Statement and Action Plan in 2018
which considered a wide range of issues and how the Town Council can effect change
in a positive way. It is a cross cutting document which can be viewed using the
hyperlink above, italicised extracts in the following sections indicate where they are
applicable to the Borough Gardens.

6.1 Water and Energy
“Water supplies are used in numerous buildings and outdoor facilities (mainly parks,
open spaces and gardens) managed by the Town Council. The majority of this water is
treated mains supply potable water supplied through the existing mains water supply by
Wessex Water. The production, treatment and supply of water is a significant consumer
of energy and also places demand upon clean water supplies which are increasingly
under demand pressure.”
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In an effort to reduce the use of water for the reasons above several actions have been
taken within the Borough Gardens
These are listed below.
•

Assessment, audit and monitoring of all water accounts to understand water use

•

Installation of an on-site borehole to supply water to the children’s play water
feature, fountain, mess facility and to be used for irrigation in the gardens.

•

Installation of waterless urinals in Toilet Blocks

•

Circulation system for fountain to reduce water use and timers to limit energy use
to daylight hours only.

•

Reduction in amount of annual bedding and selection of shrubs which require
less water. E.g. Mediterranean bed.

•

Use of irrigation tubes with newly planted trees, use less and more efficient.

•

Introduction of deep cultivation and organic matter in annual beds to reduce
water requirement by improving both soil texture and structure.

These actions have seen an 82% reduction in mains water use 2015-2019
“Energy supplies are used in numerous buildings and outdoor facilities (mainly parks, open
spaces and gardens) managed by the Town Council. The use of energy in the form of gas and
electricity is widespread. Both these energy sources are relevant to biodiversity as the
production of either, unless by renewable means in the case of electricity or Bio-gas, result in
emissions of CO2.”

In an effort to reduce the use of energy for the reasons above several actions have
been taken within the Borough Gardens.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replacement of old petrol service vehicle used in the gardens with a new battery
powered electric truck (1 of 2 the council operates)
Replacement programme for all two and 4 stroke powered equipment, with
battery powered hedge trimmers, blowers and strimmer’s (in use from 2019)
Offsetting as much as possible the un-avoidable use of electricity by installing
solar panels on main depot roof resulting in generation capacity of 17,000 units
per annum. Total electric use in gardens 2019 was 22,000 units.
Use of room and water thermostats, time clocks and insulation in Borough
gardens house facility.
Use of Led or energy saving lighting in all facilities.
Change in growth methods for annual bedding plants in nursey, plugs to be
bought in rather than seedlings germinated resulting in less gas being used due
to houses not being heated to a high level.
Change in species grown to allow for cooler overwintering of stock plants.
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During the life of this plan use of these energy resources will continue to be monitored
and where possible further energy saving initiatives will be implemented.

Proud staff mark the arrival of the councils second electric vehicle to compliment their battery powered
equipment.

6.2 Maintenance Operations
Wherever possible all maintenance materials and chemicals are to be of as low an
environmental impact as possible in terms of both production and use. Similarly, all
materials used in the maintenance of buildings or equipment are to be where possible:
•
•
•

Recycled e.g. Picnic benches
Re-used e.g. Plastic plant pots
Sustainable sources e.g. FSC timber.

6.2.1 Use of Chemicals and Fertilisers
Chemicals will not be used in the gardens as part of routine maintenance for paths,
shrub beds hard surfaces etc. Use is to be restricted to occasions when a chemical is
the only realistic solution to resolving a serious/ harmful problem, as a guide these
instances would be limited to:
•
•
•

Treatment of woodworm in structural timber in buildings
Treatment with fungicide to prevent harmful rot in structural building timbers
Insecticide to combat an infestation of alien and harmful insect species
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•

Herbicide to combat the growth of Invasive plant species, the growth of which
would be an offence under the “Invasive Alien Species (Enforcement and
Permitting) Order 2019” e.g. Giant Hogweed. (Heracleum mantegazzianum)

6.2.2 Cultural Practices
In order to maintain high standards of cultivation whilst reducing or ceasing the use of
fertilisers and chemicals cultural practices must change the following principles will be
followed over the life of this plan.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The use of biological control in the nursey and sticky traps replaces the use of
insecticides
The use of Nematodes replaces slug pellets within the gardens.
Mulching of shrub beds and more frequent manual weeding standards of
maintenance have replaced the use of herbicides for weed control in shrub and
annual beds.
Routine pressure washing of vulnerable surfaces replaces the use of moss killer
and algicides
No Lumbricides to be used under any circumstances.
Any fertilisers used on site will be organic. No fertiliser to be applied to lawns or
shrub beds.

6.2.3 Composting
The shredding and composting of all organic material from the gardens has been
carried out on site for the two summer seasons prior to the commencement of this plan.
All woody material is shredded and returned to shrub beds as mulch. Softer nonlignified material is shredded if necessary or simply deposited into the on-site
composting area. This area does not provide enough compost for the gardens need so
away from the gardens an area has been set up to produce compost in larger quantities
for use as a soil conditioner for the annual beds in the gardens.
The annual beds in the gardens have suffered from very poor soil structure for several
years. The soil is very low on actual humus content and cultivation pans exist both of
which are contributing to high summer water demand, restricted plant growth, high
weed contamination and significant rotting of plants in the winter period due to high
spore levels and high water levels where drainage naturally through the profile is
inhibited.
A process of double digging, some soil removal and replacement with mature compost *
will commence in Autumn 2020 to reduce these problems, approx. 30 % of beds will be
left fallow and cultivated over the winter period. Partial work over 3 years will enable the
maintenance of a display and deliver improvements. It is anticipated that this will reduce
water requirement and disease and improve nutrient uptake and drainage.
*The compost is made using a combination of bulk compost generated from open space
teams green waste (a reservoir for mycorrhizal fungi), Biochar charcoal, local horse
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manure and “Blooming Amazing “soil conditioner, which also acts as a mild 7:7:7
organic fertiliser. This material is a by product from the local biogas plant (2 miles away)
and is the digestate material (post anaerobic digestion) produced after gas generation.
The original material is clean shredded sweetcorn.

6.3 Waste Minimisation
Waste can be simply described as any material that is no longer required that is to be
disposed of by the user.
Waste can take many forms e.g. Green waste, office waste, electronic equipment,
metals, water/effluent, process residues and hazardous materials. The Town council
already has a policy and plan document.
“Waste Management Overview and Action Plan 2016”, can be found by clicking on
Waste review (see bottom of Agenda document)
The document covers all the operations carried out by the town council and considers
how all waste is handled. With relevance to the Borough gardens, the underlying waste
management hierarchy principles apply.
Where actions specific to the Borough Gardens are contained in the plan they are
detailed below.
•
•

•

•
•

Green waste generated at the Borough Gardens is to be composted on site
wherever possible. This will reduce double handling, transport costs and ECO
Composting costs and have a positive environmental impact.
The use of a shredder to reduce woody shrub material generated in the gardens
is to be investigated. There is a potential efficiency in terms of reduced transport
and Eco Composting costs plus an environmental benefit, increased staff time to
shred material has to be considered. (shredder was purchased and is in use)
Tree prunings generated by staff and contractors should wherever possible be
chipped, stored and re-used as a mulch to suppress weeds in shrub beds at the
Borough Gardens. There will be reduced costs as currently contractors are paid
to remove from site. There will be environmental gain as the mulch will improve
the soil within the large established shrub beds within that gardens where soil
fertility and texture is being negatively impacted by previous cultural operations
and the removal of organic matter.
Sharps should be disposed of via existing PHS contract if possible.
Electronic equipment should be segregated in storage into working and obsolete,
non – working to enable re-use in the wider community or for donation to
organisations which undertake that work.

Since the plan was produced in 2016 all these items have been actioned and will be
continued and expanded upon wherever possible for the life of this plan.
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6.3.1 General litter
The aforementioned plan also stated the following:
1 The handling of litter collected from open sites should be reviewed. There is a
need to reduce the amount of side bags to a minimum as there is a
comparatively large charge for these items, double handling occurs and there are
increased transport and labour costs. The review should consider
appropriateness of bin locations, bin types, whether re-cycling type bins are
appropriate and whether the continued provision of purpose-built dog bins and
collection bags is necessary. The size and grade of polythene bags used for
collection should also be considered.
2 The items within recommendation 4 above should be applied to the Borough
Gardens with a specific aim of introducing recycling bins for the public to use.
3 An 1100 litre recycling bin (serviced by DWP) should be stored at the Gardens to
allow for a streaming of recyclate from the bins in recommendation 5. This will
reduce overall waste from the site currently going for disposal to landfill.
4 A further 1100 litre general waste bin (Serviced by DWP) should be placed at the
Borough Gardens to prevent double handling of Litter/waste bags which currently
are transported to the Louds Mill Depot and often result in side bag collection due
to bins at Louds Mill being full.

Items 1, 2 and 3: After consideration of the use of recycling bins and segregated bulk
collection bins it was decided not to create a separate waste stream for this material.
This decision was influenced by the waste management recovery system now in
operation by Dorset Council and changes to world markets for clean recyclates. See
table in item 5.1.1 Litter and Waste Recycling.

6.4 Peat Use
As a wider understanding of the part peat bogs play in the removal of CO2 from the
atmosphere is coupled with the important part they play in many ecosystems it becomes
clear that the continued use of peat and peat based products is not sustainable nor
desirable.
To reflect this, the use of peat and peat-based products within Borough Gardens is to
be maintained at as near to zero as is possible. Currently the following measures have
been taken.
•
•
•

Use of peat free compost for plant production in the on-site nursery.
No media containing peat to be used in the gardens
Specification of hardy nursery stock and containerised trees in peat free
compost.
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The only material used that contains peat is the small amount of rootzone compost into
which seeds are sown to produce commercial plug plants for growing on. This is
currently estimated to be less than six bags of compost per year. The plugs are bought
in to avoid the heating of the greenhouses to germinate and grow on seeds in late
winter so avoiding cost and CO2 production.
The Council will continue to try to source these plugs in a peat free medium in the
future.

6.5 The Gardens and Climate Change
Extreme weather events in the period 2010 onwards have led to a wider general
concern about climate change and how it will affect the environment in which all life
exists. In 2019 Dorset Council started to hold meetings with other local authority officers
to start to collate approaches and strategies concerning the effect of climate change
moving into the future. One of the major benefits from that work was the raising of
awareness of the following document
“UKCP18 Science Overview Report November 2018 (Updated March 2019)”
See document UKCP18 Science Overview Report November 2018 (Updated March
2019).
The report:_
“Provides a new set of climate projections and tools to access climate data. The major
innovations in UKCP18 include the use of new observations of weather and climate,
inclusion of a more recent generation of climate models from around the world and the
results from latest Met Office global and regional climate models.”
The projections provided in this report will used to help steer decisions made regarding
the maintenance and upkeep of the gardens moving forward over the life of this plan.

6.5.1 Anticipated Projection
UKCP18 Is a very complex and in-depth piece of work and it produces many outcomes
based on many different scenarios and projections. In summary, if a position is taken
that future emissions remain as they are a predicted to, then the following very basic
assumptions can be made that will directly impact upon the gardens.
•
•
•

Summers will be hotter and dryer, rainfall events will be more intense
Winters will be warmer with more frequent heavy rainfall events and higher wind
speeds associated with them. Cold events will still occur.
The trend will continue to be warming and there is a risk of an increase in degree
of warming if emissions are not reduced and exceed projected levels.

6.5.2 Historic Context
Given the main character of the gardens is an historic one and their listing as examples
of such gardens, it is important that the character is maintained as much as is possible.
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It is however important to try to combine this driver with the anticipated impacts of
climate change, to fail to do so will ultimately see the gardens fail and risks the gardens
not being fit for purpose in the future.
It is important to retain as many historic features in the landscape as possible. It is the
responsibility of the Town Council to do this and as much as possible mitigate the
effects of climate change.

6.5.3 Mitigation Measures Implemented
The new projections show an acceleration in the degree of change in later years but in
the early future there is significant overlap with the previous model (UKCP09). To meet
some of the challenges that have been common knowledge for a decade some
mitigation work has taken place in the gardens:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Placement of seating and picnic tables in areas of natural shade
Use of climbers and structures overhead to provide seating and shade in play
area.
Introduction of waterplay feature in play area.
Drainage system in main picnic lawn.
Planting of Mediterranean bed.
Introduction of storm/ high wind closure policy.

6.5.4 Future Mitigation measures
The Town council will continue to try to meet the challenge of climate change and
balance that with the historic need of the site. Existing mitigation 6.5.3 has placed the
gardens in a good position, further work will include: •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consideration of impact of climate change on any developmental works carried
out to structures or buildings.
Selection of species that are tolerant of dryer summer soils conditions and higher
temperatures
Specific consideration of sudden branch drop during dry summer events.
Replacement tree planting to avoid species that are currently though to be
vulnerable e.g. Fagus spp
Acceptance that fountain pool will be used for cooling off and adaptation of
management practice to allow for this.
Maintain significant shade areas e.g. above gym equipment and incorporate
more in landscape design.
Adapt tree inspection regimes to incorporate increase target zone when utilising
shade under canopies.
Continuation of change to entirely mulched shrub beds.
Continue to locate wildlife refuges and homes in shaded areas e.g. Fernery

In addition to sections 6.4.3 and 6.4.4 the council has several actions contained within
its Climate emergency preliminary response “ that are relevant to Borough Gardens ,
these are contained within the action plan.
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Events in the gardens are increasingly being based around environmental and
sustainable message the most recent being the event below.
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7 Biodiversity, Landscape and Garden Heritage
The Borough Gardens are listed by Historic England as a Grade 2 Heritage Park and
Gardens. (see listing BOROUGH GARDENS, DORCHESTER), within the gardens there are
also two listed structures the Clock Tower and the Bandstand. The gardens also play an
important part for wildlife as a link in the wider greenspace of central Dorchester
providing both permanent living and transient use opportunities for some species.
Maintaining the potentially conflicting requirements of the above is difficult, historic
artificial landscapes and associated traditional maintenance practices restrict the
gardens desirability to a wide range of species but works can still be carried out to
ensure the gardens offer wildlife value.

7.1 Biodiversity
Urban greenspace, such as the Borough Gardens, play an important part in conserving
biodiversity in urban areas. Much of the existing permanent planting contributes to
increased biodiversity within the gardens e.g. flowering plants, native trees and mature
shrubs. The original HLF grant was given to restore the heritage value of the gardens
and since then additions have been made to increase biodiversity without compromising
the heritage of the gardens. This will continue to be a driver moving forward through the
life of this plan.
Aim
To sustain and, where possible within heritage restraints, augment the wildlife diversity,
as well as horticultural interest in the gardens through selective planting and other
measures to encourage a diversity of flora and fauna. Also, to continue to explore and
adopt new maintenance techniques using more environmentally sustainable methods.
Objectives
To have regard to wildlife especially in potentially ecologically useful areas of the
gardens.
To comply with biodiversity statement and action plan to protect species of interest
found in the gardens.
To comply with relevant environmental legislation, waste minimisation and composting
policies.
To monitor and encourage the wildlife diversity found in the park with the help of local
volunteers and where appropriate the Dorset Wildlife Trust.
To introduce late season and early spring flowering plants to provide a suitable source
of nectar for insects.
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7.1.1 Current habitats
The gardens feature a range of trees at various stages of maturity, shrub beds, some
offering more dense cover, grass areas, annual beds and heritage structures. These
offer a range of habitats for living organisms at all levels.

7.1.1.1 Trees
The tree stock on site is of varying ages and maturity which offers opportunities for
nesting birds, insects, invertebrates and bats. Woodland is not present.
Trees are managed to encourage wildlife and both Bird and Bat boxes are located in
trees around the gardens.

7.1.1.2 Shrub beds
A balance is maintained within the gardens in how shrub beds are maintained between
the needs of wildlife in terms of habitat and nesting/living opportunities and ensuring
thee is a feeling of security and safety for users.
This is achieved by allowing the shrub areas on the western (Cornwall road) boundary
to remain quite large and undisturbed, these are on the gardens boundary so don’t
visually affect sightlines or “feel” excessively and also screen the gardens and provide
some noise reduction form the nearby road. Maintenance is reduced here and limited to
removal of pernicious weed, application of mulch in higher light areas and trimming of
boundary shrubs where they encroach onto the footway and road.
Where possible beneficial species such as ivy are allowed to grow providing habitat and
feeding opportunity for winter moths etc.
Pruning operations to all shrub and hedge beds is restricted to outside of the bird
nesting season unless it is a safety matter that requires resolution.
Shrub beds also are used as locations for hedgehog boxes along with log piles and
insect/ bee hotels.

7.1.1.3 Annual Beds
Although traditionally regarded as not particularly valuable in biodiversity terms the
annual beds in the gardens are subject to a soil improvement programme. This involves
the re-instatement of older horticultural practices to increase the Biological load within
the soil coupled with newer concepts around the value of Mycorrhizal fungi.
The beds and plants do not have nay chemicals applied nor slug pellets (nematode
control and plant choice limits this problem) organic fertilisers only are added only when
absolutely necessary. Purpose made compost is added to improve and maintain
structure and texture so providing good conditions for MF, worms, invertebrates and
insects which in turn provide a valuable food source for predators.

7.1.1.4 Grass areas
The gardens have to maintain lawn areas to keep their heritage value and provide
opportunities for users to sit, relax play attend events etc however maintenance practice
shave been adjusted to try to make them more wildlife friendly. No lumbricides are
applied nor any chemicals to tackle pests and diseases, grass length is left longer than
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previously and no collection occurs. Lawns are not watered unless to promote seed
germination and establishment.
Some areas are planted with native bulbs which provide a valuable food source for
insects and in the future zones around the bases of several trees will be sowed or
planted with shade tolerant wildflower species. (see action plan)

7.1.1.5 Grass free lawn
Located on a slope on the eastern boundary of the gardens is an area known as the
grass free lawn. It was funded and installed as part of a former mayors, mayoral project
for their year and took place as a wider community effort with significant help and
assistance form the Friends of the Borough Gardens who continue to co-ordinate
replacement species and planting.
The lawn includes many species of low growing plants (to replace the use of grass)
which provide rich sources of nectar etc for bees, other insects and butterflies. An
information board is located adjacent to the bed so garden visitors can read about the
project.

7.1.1.6 Structures
No structures on site are identified as roosts for birds or bats. Borough Gardens House
has nest boxes located on it; other listed structures are cast iron construction so do not
offer opportunity.
Any future structures to be created will consider increasing biodiversity value at project
planning stage.
The kiosk roof whilst in design a possible opportunity for either solar panels or green
roof is located under a heavy mature tree canopy so either possibility is currently not a
viable option.

7.1.2 Notable and other Species
The gardens are located adjacent to a pedestrian walks network that is tree lined so
offering valuable habitats and corridors for wildlife within the very centre of Dorchester.
This makes the gardens valuable in terms of being both a temporary wildlife habitat and
also a permanent one.
Because of their highly urban location, species of note that are present permanently
within the gardens is restricted to hedgehogs. These are encouraged by management
of shrub beds and provision of boxes. Dorchester is signed up as a hedgehog friendly
Town. The council manages several sites and has boxes located in them to encourage
and support hedgehog populations which are maintaining number well compared to
rural environments
Grey squirrel are also resident, whilst they are not controlled, they are not encouraged
by provision of boxes etc and the public are requested not to feed them. Numbers
currently remain low.
Transient visitors include badgers and foxes, numerous birds and insects taking feeding
opportunities. Bats utilise the gardens for feeding and occasional use of boxes provided
though their species and patterns of residence are not yet known.
A bat survey to establish species and use etc will be carried out in 2020.
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The Council has a wider Biodiversity action plan which details how the council will
encourage biodiversity across the Town of Dorchester it details how other adjacent sites
are managed differently to encourage different species. The plan sits alongside wider
Dorset biodiversity work centred on “The Dorset Biodiversity strategy 2003” produced
by the Dorset Biodiversity Partnership.
Items relevant to the gardens in the Town Councils’ action plan are detailed below:
Gardens and
Open Spaces

Trees

Fauna

EAV =

7. Continue to provide opportunities
for placement of Hedgehog, Bat and
Bird boxes.
8.Investigate and if appropriate
provide Owl boxes

OSM

Life of plan

OSM

Jan 2019

11. To increase replacement ratio of
trees that have been felled or died for
like for like to 2 for every one lost.
12. Implement a biosecurity procedure
ensuring tree stock is UK grown and
wherever possible uses seed or
propagation material from UK.
13. When replanting, utilise UK native
trees where appropriate given existing
site characters.

OSM

Nov 2018

OSM

Nov 2018

OSM
OSM

Nov 2018
Nov 2018

12. Continue policy of Hedgehog
Friendly Dorchester.
15. Undertake Bat survey in Borough
Gardens

OSM

Life of plan

OSM
EAV

June 2020

External Agency and or Volunteers

Veteran Trees
Whilst none are present in the gardens currently, careful management of existing
mature stock will allow for it to age to veteran where possible.
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7.2 Conservation of Landscape Features
Research undertaken for the previous lottery funded renovation project identified the
historical significance of the Borough Gardens as an example of late 19th Century public
Gardens designed by William Goldring. Assessment of historical plans and photographs
were used to identify key elements of the original design and subsequent changes.
Goldring’s treatment of the shape and landform of the site relied on the interaction
between planting, ground-modelling and views and still reads strongly in the Garden’s
character. The Gardens have been listed as Grade II in the English Heritage Register of
Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest in England and are also designated as a
Conservation Area. (See also 2.2 history of the site).
Aim
To manage the restored and renewed late Victorian Gardens, so as to maintain, and
where possible enhance, their horticultural and Landscape assets.
Objectives
To exploit the Gardens’ full potential as a site of significant historic interest.
To maintain all historic features of both hard and soft landscapes in accordance with
historic character and to monitor their condition.
To ensure that the integrity of the original layout with its curvilinear paths, contouring
features and views are maintained and enhanced where possible.
To follow, as far as possible, the planting palette developed for the whole Gardens to
ensure that future planting is consistent in terms of restoration, character and
management objectives.

7.2.1 Historic Development
When the above is considered (and read along with section 2.2) and then a comparison
made with the modern-day site, it can be seen that the gardens have naturally changed
over a significant period of time. Many of the original soft horticultural features have
been lost or made way for more relevant features that were “of the time” thankfully a
strong core remains based around ground levels, path layout and core tree planting
(See next section for structures etc). The photograph overleaf shows the gardens in
1925. It can be seen that significant changes had already been made from the near
original layout shown in the picture below it. The northern section, (lower left of
photograph) had been levelled to provide a site for tennis courts, similarly the central
section south of the bandstand. Whilst a regrettable loss, this period marked the end of
significant change. Fortunately, more recent developments have centred on these two
already modified zones e.g. the play area, because of this, other features have
remained intact. The heritage lottery project then sought to repair, re-instate and
safeguard them into the future.
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Copyright Historic England

above

Borough Gardens 1925
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7.2.2 Landform Features
The site contains two major landform features;
•

•

The embankment on the eastern boundary this is a scheduled ancient
monument being the old earthwork defence for the pre roman town. The
designation prevents excavation into the embankment without permission from
both the Dorset County Archaeologist and Historic England which safeguards its
future.
The Bowl lawn which was previously a defensive mire located outside the walls,
it is not listed but being in context with the above embankment could be included
in the designation should anything be discovered or development be proposed.
(See also section 5.2 Horticultural maintenance)

The complex of town defences also included three rows ditch and bank, whilst these are
no longer visible, they are known to run underground, parallel to the embankment for
the length of the gardens. English heritage extended their Ancient Monument
designation to include the old bowling green area when the new southern tennis courts
were proposed and a series of investigation trenches were excavated to enable an
archaeological record to be made of the ditch and bank layout. These were then
carefully refilled and a low impact installation of the tennis court proceeded.

The photograph above shows the archaeological trenches cut in the old bowling green
exposing the buried ditch and bank defences. The old ditches can be seen as dark
areas the banks showing as chalk patches.
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7.2.3 Future Management
It was a key part of the granting of the lottery funding that the management and
maintenance practices within the gardens maintained their heritage value. The work
schedules contained later in this report are still based on those proposed as part of the
improvement project 12 years ago and will continue over the life of this plan.
Further improvement works and changes to cultural practices will further seek to
enhance features which already exist and have heritage value this has happened
recently with the works around the fountain to bring back the vista when entering from
the main gate.
The action plan will be amended at annual review points to include any intended
landscape changes such as the rose walk currently at developmental stage.
Having carried out large scale reductions of overgrown shrubs in the gardens the first
two to four years of this plan will then see those beds re-planted where appropriate and
regenerating shrubs managed with the focus on a sense of site safety and re-instating
surprise vistas and views both across and into the gardens encouraging visitors to
explore and enjoy.
See section 5.4 for arboricultural management.

7.3 Conservation of Buildings and Structures
There are several buildings and structures within the gardens, these are detailed in
section 4.1. along with their brief history and current use where applicable. These
assets provide features of interest in the gardens and as such have a high profile and
value within the garden setting. The Town Council takes the need to care for and
safeguard these structures into the future seriously and has invested heavily to secure
them.
Aim
To manage and maintain the older restored and new structures within the Victorian
Gardens, so as to safeguard, and where possible enhance, their value within the garden
landscape.
Objectives
To externally maintain all built historic features in accordance with their historic or
business character and to monitor their condition.
To ensure that the integrity of the structures is maintained and enhanced where
possible.
To use modern maintenance products or practices to achieve a high-quality built
environment within the gardens.
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Ensure any future structures are designed in an appropriate manner so as to
compliment the character of the area of garden in which they are located and the overall
heritage designation of the gardens.

7.3.1 Management arrangements
Day to day inspection and maintenance regimes are detailed in section 4.2 and this
helps to safeguard both the public and the structures. The council however fully
understands that as part of the normal lifecycle for outdoor buildings etc that weathering
and gradual deterioration will occur. To ensure this challenge is met the following apply.

7.3.1.1.1

Borough Gardens House

As part of the lottery improvements for Borough gardens house which was entirely
gutted back to outer shell. operational plans, structural information and contractor
handover documents provide the basis for ongoing maintenance regimes these are held
centrally by the Town Council. The house has been externally decorated once since
2000 and is due to be decorated again in 2022.

7.3.1.1.2

Kiosk, Tennis Toilets and Gardeners Accommodation

These are a contemporary style structures and a more traditional brick built design
respectively both constructed as part of the lottery project. Arrangements are as for
BGH above. All these structures received complete inside and out redecoration and
renovation in 2019/20. This will be repeated every 5 years.

7.3.1.1.3

Fountain

An original traditional water feature with modern pumping and filtration system,
maintenance and repair systems are as for BGH above.

7.3.1.1.4

Clock Tower

An original cast iron feature, the clock is vulnerable to external deterioration over time,
the paint will weather, corrosion occur and the clock hands /mechanism will degrade.
Repainted as part of the lottery project it was in need of redecoration again by 2017. In
keeping with aims and objectives regarding structures it was decided that rather than
simply overpaint, the structure should be taken back to bare metal by shot blasting,
treatment applied to the metal then repainting followed by anti-fade/weathering clear
coat treatment to give a lifetime of at least 15 years. In this way the structure was
restored to its visual best. In addition, new clock faces were installed and mechanism
replacement carried out to completely renew the clock dial appearance and secure its
working for many years to come.
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Borough Gardens Clock Tower

The image to the left gives a rarely seen
close up view of a Spinxbust on a pedestal
of which there are 4 on the upper section
of the clock. This was taken after shot
blasting when a protective coat and base
paint coat had been applied.

To complete the project the granite base
upon which the clock sits was treated and
washed to removal algae and rust staining
as much as was possible. Bi-annual low
pressure washing of the base will keep it
in good visual condition.

7.3.1.1.5

Bandstand

The bandstand is very similar to the clock tower in terms of its heritage and
construction. It was similarly repainted as part of the lottery redevelopment and was
simply repainted again in 2016. The life of that repainting will be approx. 5-7 years at
which point the structure will be completely stripped back and treated as was the clock
tower to reduce ongoing maintenance and preserve it as fully as possible.

7.3.1.1.6

Tirah Memorial

Located in the north west corner of the gardens by a former entrance point the Tirah
memorial was erected in 1899 to mark the part the local infantry regiment played in the
Indian Northwest Frontier (Tirah) Campaign of 1897-98. It is dedicated to the memory of
the non-commissioned officers and men of the 1st Battalion Dorset Regiment who died
in the conflict. A nearby interpretation panel offers further information.
The pillar is marble with inscription panels on 4 sides. Maintenance is via low pressure
wash on an annual basis.
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The monument sits within a roughly oval grass area bordered by paths, contained within
this was a low-quality floral display both had poor levels and soil structure. The area
was completely renovated in 2019 to include new grass, annual beds and monument
cleaning. The annual beds are now in the form of the outline of a Victoria Cross medal
(which also has the shape of the Maltese Cross where the regiment were also stationed
in later years.) which is the regiments highest awarded honour.

A memorial
service is
held every
year in the
gardens to
remember
the fallen.

A project is in development at the time of writing involving volunteers and the local
military museum to add the names of two young officers attached to the regiment and
lost in time until very recently. It is expected this will happen in 2020. The community of
Dorchester has a close affiliation with the infantry company who still have barracks in
the town, this monument and the annual October remembrance service have a high
local profile.

8 Community Involvement
The Town Council is keen to maintain the close links that it has developed with the
wider community in connection with the management, maintenance and development of
the Borough Gardens. For example, the provision of facilities such as community
meeting rooms and halls is important for the social needs of the local community. The
restored and converted Borough Garden House has improved the provision of
community resources within Dorchester.
Aim
To involve as much as is possible the local community (groups and individuals) to gain
local support for the management and maintenance of the Gardens and engender a
sense of enjoyment and ownership.
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Objectives
To promote social inclusion so that more people in the local community/groups make a
positive contribution to the Gardens e.g. local birders; photographers; artists; adults with
learning difficulties/disabilities, walking office and outdoor office meetings, mum and
toddler walking and exercise groups.
To engage with local voluntary groups/individuals and encourage volunteering and joint
ventures within the Gardens – litter collection, planting, watering etc. (this is taking place
with 1 volunteer in place at the moment)
To survey the local community to gauge levels of support, issues, perception of safety,
enjoyment and frequency of use etc.
To have regular contact and meetings with the Friends of the Borough Gardens (and
also with other key users e.g. Kiosk operators) to assess how their input can be
maintained and /or increased, such as by fundraising and other volunteering activities.

The gardens are somewhat restricted in their potential to engage with large sections of
the community in a meaningful way due to the limitations placed upon them due to their
character and listing status restricting what can be delivered. However, by developing
certain areas of the gardens where possible to meet a variety of needs (see next
section) the relevance of the gardens to as many people as possible can be achieved.
The key to securing buy in and interest is relevance and the gardens are managed in
such a way as to be as relevant as possible.

8.1 The Friends of Borough Gardens
The major community involvement route is via the Friends of Borough gardens who hold
regular meetings in Borough Gardens House usually with a guest speaker to add
interest and a secondary presentation from the head gardener who will deliver progress
and news items.
As can be seen from the Annual AGM
flyer (left) the group proceed in a formal
way this both ensures clarity of role and
the ability to secure funding form
external sources. The group have been
very good at securing cash for
improvement projects in the gardens
and also carryout direct work
themselves the latest being the planting
of bulbs previously used in bedding
displays into borders and the gapping
up of the grass free lawn in which they
were instrumental in creating.
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The friend’s views would be sought if any major changes were going to be made to
facilities or infrastructure for example and they provide a valuable resource to the
council in term of providing feedback about the gardens their use and history.
The friends also organise one of the gardens most popular winter events the Christmas
carol Concert which attracts hundreds, despite some inclement weather on occasions.
The Bandstand is lit, carols are sung and father Christmas makes an appearance to
wish all well for the coming festive season.

8.2 Volunteering
At the time of writing the Borough Gardens have one part time volunteer placement
organised by the local Volunteer Centre. The individual has been attending for many
years and helps the on-site team with various tasks.
The size of the gardens and small on-site team limit opportunities to a certain extend
but there is capacity for further volunteering work. At the time of writing the town council
is in discussion with the local health trust to deliver therapeutic work opportunities in the
gardens.
In addition to the above, three-week work experience placements are accepted in the
gardens and an apprentice place also exists which will be advertised again in June
2020.

8.3 Events
A key way to gain both an increase in the profile of the gardens and engender
community engagement is by the delivery of events throughout the year in the gardens
structured to appeal to as wide an audience as possible.
The council encourages the use of the gardens for public entertainment of all types and
also arranges its own programme of entertainment. This policy was first introduced in
the mid-1990s and it has proved extremely popular and successful and will continue to
be maintained; numbers attending ranging from hundreds to around three thousand.
There are resource and maintenance implications from the increased use of the
gardens for events. Additional work is required prior to events in terms of physical
preparation, health and safety considerations, etc. and after events to remove litter,
repair any damaged planting and carry out additional aeration to counter the ground
compaction which inevitably arises from increased footfall. The extension of the
electricity supply into areas of the gardens via pop up electrical points in the Bowl Lawn
has increased their suitability and flexibility for an increased range of entertainment
events.
Aim
To hold events in the Gardens with sensitivity to the historic and horticultural framework
of the Gardens.
Objectives
To maintain a varied programme of events each year of local importance aimed at the
varied community using the gardens, which will be well organised and once over,
events people and staff will leave the gardens in a clean and sound state.
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To ensure that through careful planning and co-ordination between groups and the
Gardens staff, the potential for damaging the infrastructure and the landscape of the
Gardens is restricted.
The donkeys are always a great hit at Love Parks Day

The council employs a community development worker who works with numerous
groups within the town some of which are classed as “hard to reach”. As can be seen
from the events calendar some of these groups will then go on to organise events such
as the Street to Park youth Event. First held in 2019 it is making a welcome return in
2020, it features work by theatre and outreach groups based around youth culture and
features such things as local DJ’s performing their sets and Parkour demonstrations the
target age group is 14 -21.
Diverse Dorset Day celebrates and raises awareness of diversity in the community,
another example of an awareness is the Gypsy and Traveller event held annually to
celebrate the culture of these groups and to demonstrate some of their crafts and
lifestyles.
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The community development worker is tasked with checking that provision by the town
council fits with the needs of the townspeople and they are heavily involved with youth
engagement, youth council and the towns access group who have made several visits
to the gardens to ensure they are as much as possible accessible to all.
Additional work focussed on health has also been carried out with on-site staff receiving
dementia awareness straining in 2019 and the Head Gardener receiving Safeguarding
training in 2020 which was then fed down to onsite staff by the HG.
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Many mainstream events also take place throughout the year featuring a wide range of
themes again designed to be attractive to as many groups and interest bodies as
possible given Dorchester’s population size and demographic.
These events prove a good opportunity to receive public feedback and do light
engagement with visitors to get feedback and views on the gardens. As part of ongoing
management, all events are logged and then reviewed by officers for value and any
comments coming back to the council. This work helps to inform the programme going
forward into subsequent years and also any management changes that need to be
made to venues such as Borough Gardens. The tabulated information is then presented
to the Council’s Management Committee for discussion/review. Events are always free
to enable anyone regardless of financial situation to come and enjoy some special time
in the gardens.
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Events report to Management Committee Dorchester Town Council November 2019

Summer Events Programme 2019 – Feedback
Date

DTC Event

Sunday 28 April
FIRST MAY BANK
HOLIDAY Monday
5 May
Sunday 12 May

DSB
Street to Park Youth Event

DSB

Saturday 18 May
BANK HOLIDAY
MONDAY 27 May
Wed 29 May

Health & Wellbeing Picnic

Sunday 9 June
Saturday 15 June
Sunday 23 June
Saturday 29 June
Sunday 30 June
Sunday 7 July
Saturday 13 July

Guestimated Comments / Feedback
attendance
125
The first appearance from the Town’s silver band
600
Reasonable weather for early May and event well
attended.
200

Return appearance from the Town’s silver band.

450

Great family event with health at its core, reasonable
weather in between outbreaks of rain.
Reasonable weather with the Town’s young people
playing a great selection of hits.
Unfortunately, not great weather for this concert
band’s first appearance in the Gardens.
Significant attendance for this first-time event.

Pop Club Takeover

550

Blackwell Concert Band

150

Sunday 2 June

Saturday 8 June

Partner Event

Thomas Hardy Victorian Fair
and Thomas Hardy Wreath
laying – High West / East
Streets
D Day Commemoration
and Civic Service
DSB

625
220
Keep Dancing Event / Keep
106
Weldmare Cycle Challenge
Gypsy / Traveller Day

Woodley Concert Band
Swingtime
Keep Dancing Family Event

250
220
300
1,500+
430

75th Anniversary event held in the Gardens and The
Keep Military Museum
Regular event and well received.
Postponed due to terrible weather.
Attendance mainly related to the cycling event.
Annual event numbers about average.
Popular concert band.
Well attended regular event.
Great first-time children’s event
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Fri, Sat & Sun 19,
20, 21 July

Moonbury Rings

Saturday 27 July
Sunday 28 July
Tuesday 30 July
Wed 31 July

Plastic Free Celebration picnic
Nina Garcia
Rhymetime in the Gardens
Love Parks

9,500

Visits to see the moon in the Corn Exchange

7,000
350
?
40
2,500+

Visits to Maumbury Rings events over the weekend
The first plastic free Dorchester community event.
Always popular local musician.
Popular event for young children.
Good regular event for young people and families.
Good weather this year.

Saturday and
Sunday 3 & 4
August
Tuesday 13 August

Poundbury Food and Drink
and KMC Music By The Lakes
weekend
Rhymetime in the Gardens

40

Follow up event, again well received.

Saturday 17August

Cider Festival

4,000+

Great well run event. Very good numbers attending.

370

Well received easy listening event for a sunny Sunday
afternoon.
Good weather gave a good audience for this event put
on by Dorchester Youth Extra

Sunday 19 August

Tony Lowe

Saturday 24
August
Sunday 25 August
Monday 26 August

Maumbury Rings end of
Summer Festival

Friday 6
September
Sunday 15
September

Anonymous

2,000+

Love Parade
Music Day

2,000+

No event at Maumbury Rings this year.

BBC Radio Solent – Meet the
Experts
Architectural Heritage Open
Day Event High west / East
Streets

600

Good weather this year saw an increased attendance
over last year but numbers dwindled towards the end.
Do we need to refresh / alter / discontinue the event
for 2020? DTC Bar income from the event £235.
Radio event but with good numbers visiting the
Gardens
Significant turnout for this Heritage event

General feedback from the summer events was that there was a good selection of different events going on around the town and it was
wonderful to see the Gardens and other venues being used by so many people throughout the summer.
Gardens based events highlighted yellow
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A list of events to be held in 2020 is shown below it is an early in the year 2020 version
and shows the early draft core offer. Many more events are added as the year
progresses.

Summer Events Programme 2020
Date

Events in other
Venues

Borough Gardens Events

Contact

Snowdrop Memorial Service – Not
confirmed yet

Weldmar

11.00am – 4.00pm Diverse Dorset Event

Emma / Judy DC

9.30am World Tai Chi Day – not confirmed
yet

Patrick Harries

FIRST MAY BANK
Friday 8 May
Saturday 9 May
Sunday 10 May

75th Anniversary of VE Day????

Steve

Saturday 16 May
Sunday 17 May

Health and Wellbeing event - TBC

Emma

SECOND BANK
HOLIDAY
Saturday 23 May
Sunday 24 May
Monday 25 May

2.00pm Street in the Park event

Emma

Sunday 2 February
EASTER
Friday 10 April
Saturday 11 April
Sunday 12 April
Monday 13 April
Saturday 18 April
Sunday 19 April
Saturday 25 April

11.00am Earth Day
Event (Emma at
Woodlands
Crescent)

Sunday 26 April
Saturday 2 May
Sunday 3 May

Saturday 30 May
Sunday 31 May
Saturday 6 June

2.30pm DSB

12 noon – 4.00pm MIND Dorset
Mad for Animals

Anita
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Date

Events in other
Venues

Sunday 7 June

1pm 'Thomas Hardy
Victorian Street Fair'
High West and East
Streets

Borough Gardens Events

Contact
Gareth

Tuesday 9 June
Saturday 13 June
Sunday 14 June

2.30pm Rhyme Time in the Gardens

Mary Howell DC

Weldmar Cycle Challenge – early till 5.30pm

Alaine Hardman

Saturday 20 June

Carnival tbc

Gareth Rofle
gareth_rofle
@yahoo.co.u
k

Noon Gypsy and Traveller event TBC

Emma

Sunday 21 June

The
HandleBards:
Macbeth
(Dorchester
Arts Maumbury
Rings)
Evening

Saturday 27 June

Bee Fest – The Great
Field - Charlotte
Fancy

Sunday 28 June

2.30pm DSB

Saturday 4 July

1.00pm Joint choir concert

Sunday 5 July

12 noon Swingtime in the Gardens –

juliet harwood
julietharwood@
hotmail.com
Mr Collins
01305 263635

Saturday 11 July
Sunday 12 July
Saturday 18 July
Sunday 19 July
Tuesday 21 July

Wednesday 22 July

2.30pm DSB

Miracle Theatre:
Treasure Island
(Dorchester Arts
Maumbury Rings)
Love Parks

Saturday 25 July
Sunday 26 July
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Date

Events in other
Venues

Borough Gardens Events

Contact

Saturday 1 August

Poundbury Carnival
– The Great Field

WARM Festival – Exact day tbc

Elise

Sunday 2 August
Saturday 8 August
Sunday 9 August

Saturday 15 August
Sunday 16 August

Outdoor Cinema
(Maumbury Rings)
10.00am – WHOTT
bus rally (Top o
Town car park) – Not
confirmed yet

Boxtree
Productions: Alice
In Wonderland
(Dorchester Arts
Maumbury Rings)
Afternoon

Tuesday 18 August
Saturday 22 August
Sunday 23 August
Saturday 29 August
Sunday 30 August
Monday 31 August

Emma/Steve

3.00pm Cider Festival
2.30pm Tony Lowe

John Palmer

PM Rhyme Time in the Gardens

Mary Howell DC

2.30pm DSB
Steve / Emma

Maumbury Rings end
of Summer Festival

Steve / DA

Saturday 5 Sept

County Show
Weekend
County Show
Weekend

Sunday 6 Sept
Saturday 12 Sept
Sunday 13 Sept

Sunday 6 December

Tonylowe1000
@gmail.com

10.00am to 4.00pm
Architectural
Heritage Day High
West and East
Streets – Not
confirmed yet
Weldmare Frosty
Fun Run The Great
Field

Alistair

Abigale Shirley
abigale.shirley@
weldhospice.org.uk
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8.4 Appropriate Provision for the Community
Section 8.3 previous demonstrates the councils’ desire to engage as many diverse
groups of people into the gardens as possible. This both shows the gardens relevance
and value to the wider community who may not normally visit “a gardens”.
The gardens are limited in terms of physical development given their listed status
however as previously mentioned in this plan, some areas have had original features
removed and this has allowed for some areas to be updated over the years with
features of relevance at the time.
Currently these changes manifest themselves in the form of:
•
•
•
•

The large play area, created as part of the lottery improvements, this area
features a wide range of equipment for the toddler and junior groups.
The outdoor gym area, located in recent years this offers a range of equipment
for those using the gardens to take advantage of
The new tennis courts, located on the old bowling green these offer high quality
facilities for anyone in the gardens to enjoy.
Borough Gardens House Community Room. This offers modern, light and
accessible facilities for anyone in the community or delivering services to the
community to use. Hirers range form private birthday parties to art exhibitions,
Photography classes are held as are group meetings for various interests
including Politics!
Health and well being groups hire the room to do outreach and drop in work and
many local organisations take advantage of its location centrally in the town for
awayday sessions where a change of scenery adds to the learning or
management discussions taking place.

To avoid a clash of users and to comply with the character of the gardens and heritage
status, play and recreation for older children and young people is provided for at nearby
sites, e.g. a skate park and large open grass area for ball games are provided approx.
600 metres away.
This is not to say young people are not welcome in the gardens and many take
advantage of the grass areas and sunny aspect for social gatherings, this is particularly
the case at end of terms and the summer holidays.
Staff take a relaxed attitude towards anyone’s enjoyment of the gardens it is not a
“rules” orientated site but they will politely request people respect others in the gardens
when necessary.
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9 Marketing and Communication
The council aspires to continue to raise the profile of the Borough Gardens. One way of
doing this is by enhancing and publicising the cultural activities and events (See section
8.3) taking place in the Gardens; there are other methods and these are highlighted
below.
Aim
To produce a plan to raise the profile of the Borough Gardens, in the first instance
locally, and thereafter regionally.
Objectives
To work with the local media (produce press releases), especially radio and local press,
to develop newsworthy, local interest stories about the gardens at different times of the
year.
To actively promote the gardens through the Town Council website, and update the
events listings.
To work in partnership with the Friends of the Borough Gardens to promote the site
through the local media.
To market and promote the tennis courts and the Gardens through local community
websites and publications.

9.1 Social media and internet
9.1.1

Town Council website

This contains what’s new and what’s happening sections where the garden events are
promoted. The Borough gardens also have a dedicated section where further
information can be found around Facilities, Community Room hire and Educational /
Information boards on site.

9.1.2 Facebook and Trip Advisor
The gardens have a face book page which is actively used to promote them and any
events being held. In addition to this, seasonal items are posted drawing users’
attention to points of interest in the gardens or advising them of works being carried out.
The Borough Gardens page can be found at
https://www.facebook.com/DorchesterBoroughGardens/

Pages are actively monitored, especially comments, reviews and messages sent and
responses/ comments are provided by management for Dorchester Town Council.
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Trip advisor is important as it is user driven and the content posted is the genuine view
of users. Comments are regularly reviewed and where appropriate responded to and
feedback used as part of management of the gardens where constructive points about
the gardens are made.
The profile of the gardens and reviews are of high importance to the council.

9.2 Events
See section 8.3

9.3 Press
Where appropriate the Town council will create press releases sent to local media
outlets, press, TV and radio to announce forthcoming events, initiatives or important
meetings which have a bearing on the Borough gardens or are directly relevant to
something happening in them. These will be accompanied by a statement from the
current mayor and usually contain a photograph.

9.4 On site Notice Boards
There are three large notice boards located adjacent to the main entrances to the
gardens. These are of an enclosed cabinet type and can display several A4 sized
posters/notices. The boards are checked and managed by the Head Gardener to
ensure they remain current. Only posters that notify of events in the gardens, in town
council facilities or organised by the Town Council are usually allowed to be put up so
ensuring that there is not too much information in the boards where messages risk
becoming diluted.
The council’s strategy is now predominantly social media and event based; this is
mainly due to the emerging trend of use nationally but also the local position of having a
very limited local press.
The appointment of a local democracy reporter has helped this situation somewhat in
terms of press exposure, links will be further established over the early years of the
plan.
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